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Abstract 
From the early 1990s onwards, a trend in French cinema took the body, 
especially the violated body, as the starting point of an engagement with the 
spectator which moved beyond the traditional ocular relationship between 
film and viewer and into a more physical mode. The reception of these films 
has been difficult, for a variety of reasons. In this dissertation we look at how 
this trend, herein described as Contemporary French Extreme Cinema, has 
been damaged by its critical reception, by its refusal to occupy understood 
cinematic spaces, and by censorship. The basis for the analysis herein rests 
in the phenomenological film analyses of Linda Williams, Vivian Sobchack 
and Laura Marks, through which we draw a new model for film spectatorship 
based on an awareness of genre and an understanding of the haptic rapport 
which these films engender. Analysis of this trend is complex, with a 
multitude of possible approaches, but this dissertation offers a series of 
suggestions which will hopefully assist in the navigation of such difficult 
territory. While it would be imprudent to claim to offer any firm conclusions on 
a trend that, we argue, might not yet be finished, this dissertation 
nonetheless suggests where the failures might lie, how these might be 
reclaimed, and how these films might have influenced French cinema as it 
stands today. 
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Introduction 
 
Despite the pioneering place of France in the history of world cinema, 1 
French cinema has seemingly always been marginalised in the global 
popular perception, with films which achieve mainstream popularity abroad 
apparent exceptions to the norm. The frequent limitation of French film 
releases to the arthouse circuit upholds this perception, attributing to them an 
air of pretention which the films themselves might not warrant. Lucy Mazdon 
KROGVWKDWµZKDWZHSHUFHLYHWREHDQ³DUW´ILOPRUD³SRSXODU´ILOPGHSHQGVDV
much on the particular context of reception as upon the identity of the film 
LWVHOI¶2001: 5). How films are perceived, especially upon first viewing, is an 
integral aspect of how we construct, relate to and theorise cinematic trends.  
On the reception of her films abroad, director Catherine Breillat, whose 
work is an important part of the phenomenon which we will study in this 
dissertation, QRWHGµjO¶pWUDQJHURQTXDOLILHVRXYHQWPHVILOPVGH³IUHQFK´XQ
DGMHFWLYHTXLVLJQLILHLQWHOOHFWXHOHWXQSHXFKLDQW¶%HVW	&URZOH\
Responding to this assertion, Victoria Best and Martin Crowley add that 
µ)UHQFK FLQHPD¶ LQ FRPPRQ SDUODQFH Fan also function as a byword µDQ
DPELYDOHQWVKRUWKDQGIRUVH[XDOO\H[SOLFLWILOPV¶). Beyond this, there 
has long been a consideration of French literature as explicit and in some 
                                                          
1
 Frenchman Louis Le Prince made the earliest known celluloid film recording with Roundhay 
Garden Scene (1888), while the pioneering Lumière brothers were responsible for the some 
of the earliest screenings where an audience paid to see the film, thus originating the cinema 
experience as we recognise it today. 7KH/XPLqUH¶VILOP/¶$UULYpHG¶XQ WUDLQHQJDUHGH/D
Ciotat (1896) apparently caused panic when originally screened (though the veracity of this 
claim is questioned by several film historians). It is pleasing, however, to imagine that French 
cinema has always inspired violent physical reactions.   
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way dangHURXV&RQVLGHUWKLVOLQHIURPWKHµ6ROLORTX\RIWKH6SDQLVK&ORLVWHU¶
by Robert Browning: 
Or, my scrofulous French novel, 
On grey paper with blunt type! 
Simply glance at it you grovel 
+DQGDQGIRRWLQ%HOLDO¶Vgripe; 
If I double down its pages 
At the woeful sixteenth print, 
When he gathers his greengages, 
2SHDVLHYHDQGVOLSLWLQ¶W"%URZQLQJ 
The soliloquy is that of a Spanish monk who wishes ill upon one of his 
brothers, and believes that even the slightest FRQWDFWZLWKWKLVµ)UHQFKQRYHO¶
would be enough to bring him to ruin. The idea that exposure to French 
literature can somehow contaminate is a potent one, and one which 
particularly affects the branch of French cinema which we will explore here. 
In the 1990s and 2000s, a trend manifested itself in French film: the 
use and exploitation of the body as a narrative device. This brought a new 
aspect to the categorisation of French film. Rather than being jokingly 
described as naughty, or pretentious, these films brought about an altogether 
stronger set of responses,  described variously as µXQVHWWOLQJ¶ 6PLWK
µSRUQRJUDSKLF¶ %UDGVKDZ  and µLUUHVSRQVLEOH¶ 0LWFKHOO . This 
trend was first described in detail by James Quandt, who highlighted what he 
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perceived as an empty stylistic exercise iQ KLV DUWLFOH µ)OHVK DQG %ORRG¶
(2004).2  Quandt cited an attempt by the directors involved WR EH µZLOIXOO\
WUDQVJUHVVLYH¶   DV D XQLI\LQJ IDFWRU , KDYH SUHYLRXVO\ WULHG WR
argue for an inclusive approach to these films, suggesting that together they 
can be seen as a movement, linked by a shared desire to push boundaries 
and instigate a new form of corporeal cinema (Parsons 2010). However, this 
is perhaps just as flawed a way of categorisLQJWKHVHILOPVDVZDV4XDQGW¶V
all-encompassing attack. Director and screenwriter Marina de Van explained 
the problem that some of those involved in the trend have with the artificiality 
of this method: µon pioche un film ici, un film là, et on fait un mouvement 
complètement imaginaire en mettant en rapport les films qui Q¶ont rien à voir 
entre eux¶.3 The first of many types of violence that we will explore in this 
dissertation, then, is the very act of forcing together films which are entirely 
separate. A better approach might be to accept that these films exist as 
separate entities, but to point towards a set of axioms which can be 
extrapolated from the entirety of the trend, an ethos which is perhaps 
unconsciously shared by the filmmakers and which can then be used as a 
way of discussing these films without forcing any shared philosophy upon 
them. This places the discussion outside of the trend, and thus avoids 
uncomfortable generalisation.  
These axioms comprise the attributes which I previously tried to apply 
to the films as a group. The first of these axioms is a new cinematic body. 
The body is brought into a new domain of cinematic being ± it becomes an 
                                                          
2
 Quandt was not the first to perceive the emerging prevalence of the body in contemporary 
French cinema, but his is the earliest comprehensive response to the phenomenon. 
3
 Personal interview conducted in Paris, 22nd September 2011. 
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integral part of the film, as important as, and indeed sometimes more 
important than, the narrative. The bodies of the actors, accordingly, are 
appropriated into this new being and become somehow dehumanised and 
digitised. In some cases this construction is more artificial than others ± in 
replacing the lead actress of her film Anatomie de O¶HQIHU (Catherine Breillat 
2004) with a body double, Breillat noted (in a title card prefacing the film) that 
VKH LV VKRZLQJ µOD FRQVWUXFWLRQ ILFWLRQQHOOH GX FRUSV GH OD ILOOH¶. This new 
position of the body, as essential to the film, leads us to the second axiom: 
physical violation. The body violated is a motif which perhaps defines the 
trend more than any other. The directors take the body and subject it to any 
number of intrusions, excisions, unnatural openings and closings. Even 
ZKHUHGLUHFWYLROHQFHLVQRWLQYROYHGZKLFKLVUDUHWKHFDPHUD¶VJD]HVWHSV
in DVWKHYLRODWLQJDJHQWDQGRIIHUVµIRUELGGHQLPDJHV¶ (Quandt 2004: 129) in 
extreme close up. These images are orchestrated in such a manner as to 
intimate a particular closeness with reality. This caress of the fourth wall is 
our third axiom ± simulated proximity. Even when at their most outlandish, 
these films strive to incorporate an enhanced sensory aspect which draws 
WKH VSHFWDWRU LQWR WKH ILOP %HVW DQG &URZOH\ KDYH GHVFULEHG WKH µGHILQLQJ
YHFWRU¶RIWKHZRUNRIZULWHUGLUHFWRU9LUJLQLH'HVSHQWHV, co-director of the film 
Baise-moi (Despentes & Coralie Trinh-Thi 2000), which we will examine in 
Chapter 3, DV EHLQJ µWR SURGXFH D IRUP RI UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ ZKLFK ZRXOG
PLQLPLVH LWV GLVWDQFH IURP WKH ZRUOG UHSUHVHQWHG¶   7KH
diminishing of distance between film and spectator, and the rewriting of the 
film/spectator relationship this entails, is an integral aspect of the discussion 
of this trend, and one which will be elaborated on throughout this dissertation. 
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The final axiom might be described as a directly confrontational style. These 
films challenge the spectator, their audience, into accepting and 
understanding them. Herein lies one of the greatest problems of the trend ± it 
resists facile appreciation and explanation. These axioms can thus be 
summed up in four points: a focus on the body as a cinematic tool, making it 
an integral part of the being of the film; an interest in violation of the body, 
whether by literally wounding it or by exploring it in uncomfortable detail; the 
minimisation of the divide between film and spectator; and the instigation of a 
complicated, potentially uncomfortable dialogue with the spectator.  
 
Film critic Mark Kermode once expressed his respect for extreme, 
challenging ILOPVZKLFKDVKHWHUPHGLWµULGHWKHrazor blade¶ (Kermode and 
Mayo 2010). This description is an apt one, containing as it does the 
comprehensible image of dangerous, uncertain behaviour and, more 
obviously, a suggested proximity of the sexual organs of the rider to a blade. 
This juxtaposition of sex and violence, or suggestion of sexual violence, 
SHUIHFWO\ FRQMXUHV WKH LGHD RI µEUXWDO LQWLPDF\¶ ZKLFK 7LP 3DOPHU ORFDWHG
within contemporary French cinema in his book of the same name (2011). 
The intention of WKLV GLVVHUWDWLRQ LV WR H[DPLQH WKLV µrazor blade¶, this 
uncomfortable space which, it will be argued, exists both within and around 
these films. The complicated, difficult to assimilate nature of the subject 
matter becomes a stigma which affects the reception of the films themselves, 
in some cases spilling out through them into debates which occur on a wider 
social and political canvas. 
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It is necessary to outline how I see the functioning of the razor blade 
within and upon these films. In the first place, in accordance with the filPV¶
focus on the physical, we must posit a new, more physical mode of 
spectatorship, of spectator rapport with the film. This new mode is equally 
LQIRUPHG E\ /LQGD :LOOLDPV¶V SURSRVDO RI µERG\ JHQUHV¶  WKRVH ILOPV
which affect the spectator in a physical way (shudder for horror, laughter for 
FRPHG\ IRU H[DPSOH DQG /DXUD 0DUNV¶s description of haptic viewing, 
whereby the eyes of the spectator function like feeling sensory organs, 
grazing the skin of the film (2000). These viewing positions can be conflated 
with MaUWLQH%HXJQHW¶VSURSRVDORI µFLQHPDRIVHQVDWLRQ¶  which, she 
suggests, are films which need to be felt as much as consciously understood.  
Beugnet makes particular reference to the importance of WKH ILOPV¶
availability on DVD, with its pause function and the ability to rewind and 
rewatch, and it is clear that multiple viewings are important in the 
comprehension of this cinematic trend. Critical reception, however, is often 
based on a single viewing, perhaps at a film festival amongst crowds of 
people who will all be responding in different ways to the content of the film. 
This creates a difficult critical space for the films, bereft of the hindsight and 
careful analysis required to fully understand them. Consider British film critic 
Philip Bradshaw, who acknowledges that his opinions on Irréversible (Gaspar 
Noé 2002), while not necessarily unchanged with time, were a rash response 
WR D ILOP ZKLFK KXUW KLP µ, KDYH WR FRQFHGH WKH SRVVLELOLW\ WKDW , Zas just 
IUHDNHGRXW LQSUHFLVHO\ WKHZD\1Rp LQWHQGHG¶ %UDGVKDZ7KLVKXUW
this freaking out, it can be argued, arises from what we can describe as a 
failure of this new, contact-based mode of spectatorship: when the 
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VSHFWDWRU¶VUHVSRQVHWRWKHsimulated proximity of the film is not successful, a 
friction is created. This is where we can locate the first action of the razor 
blade within the film/spectator relationship: the friction surrounding the painful 
rent between how these films should be viewed and understood and how 
they actually are. The strong critical responses, engendered by this friction, 
have led to a mythology surrounding these films which does not necessarily 
reflect their content or intent. While such a mythology can raise awareness of 
these films, it can also problematically ascribe to them a status which can 
lead to misunderstanding and misrepresentation: again a rent, a friction, this 
time between how the films should be received categorised, and how they 
actually are. 
At the heart of this misrepresentation and failure to enter into a 
satisfactory film/spectator relationship, we can locate the active reformulation 
of genre at work within the films themselves. These films often take 
cosmetically familiar generic tropes and subvert them, usually in such a way 
as to complement the simulated proximity. The spectator is treated as a 
knowledgeable, active participant in the process of watching: the familiarity 
and comfort of recognisable genre is twisted into a tool with which to unsettle 
the spectator, to actively engage them in the act of watching. The danger of 
such an action is the resistance to this that might occur on the part of the 
spectator. There risks a collision between the usual viewing position and the 
new one demanded by these films. As with friction, collision represents an 
action of the razor blade, a potentially damaging cut against the reception of 
these films. 
11 
 
This idea of a problematic viewing experience draws us to an 
underlying problem of this trend: what can and should be shown? Censorship 
has repeatedly offered difficult obstacles to the reception of these films, and 
in censorship we can locate the third action of the razor blade: slicing. This is, 
as we will see, the most visible and literal of the actions described herein, 
literally involving the removal of moments of the film. The violence inherent in 
such an action is clear. The effect that this has on the films themselves is 
also evident ± with elements removed by a party outside of the direct creative 
process (not the director), the message of the film is uncontrollably altered. In 
some instances this is a small alteration, and one that does not affect the film 
to any great degree. In other instances, as we shall see, it can have 
catastrophic consequences, completely changing the meaning and sense of 
a film. 
This central idea of the razor blade, and its constituent cutting actions 
of friction, collision and slicing, is suitable because it refers to a physical 
action and yet can be understood metaphorically, in much the same way as 
these films refer to a physicality which is, at least superficially, not physical 
but rather digital or celluloid. Much of the discussion surrounding these films 
must necessarily involve these abstract concepts and constructs, but the 
tools proposed in this dissertation might be adopted as useful markers for 
navigating such difficult territory. 
Having earlier mentioned the essentially violent action of ascribing a 
title to the trend, we must acknowledge that such an action facilitates 
discussion. It is useful to have a name, a catch-all title for the corpus of films 
which we are describing. In previous work, , DGRSWHG 4XDQGW¶V WLWOH RI µWKH
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NeZ )UHQFK ([WUHPLW\¶ ZKLFK sufficed in that context as the primary aim 
there was to reclaim the trend from him, and suggest ways in which the films 
could be brought together in a more productive and positive way than his 
pejorative grouping. However, the use of this title requires the proviso that it 
is not being used in the manner which Quandt intended. It is also misleading 
± LQDFFHSWLQJWKHWUHQGDVµQHZ¶ZHDXWRPDWLFDOO\GLPLQLVKWKHLPSRUWDQFHRI
preceding films which have had an effect upon the trend, of which there are 
many. Tanya Horeck and Tina Kendall uphold the idea of new extremity or 
extremism in their book The New Extremism in Cinema: From France to 
Europe (2011), which traces links from these French films to what they 
describe as a wider µEuropean New Extremism¶. In their introduction they 
argue their case for keeping this title, asserting their belief that it actually 
does not imply that this trend is new but rather presents a bridging position 
between newness in the films and their indebtedness to the past (Horeck and 
Kendall 2011: 5). In order to avoid complications, however, it is preferable for 
the purpose of this dissertation WR UHPRYH WKH µQHZ¶ HQWLUHO\ -RQDWKDQ
Romney also DFFHSWHG4XDQGW¶VGHVFULSWLRQJRLQJVR IDUDV WR UHIHU WR WKH
GLUHFWRUV DV µ1HZ ([WUHPLVWV¶ 2004), but there are many other titles which 
KDYHEHHQDWWULEXWHGWRWKHVHILOPVVLQFH4XDQGW¶VDUWLFOHFor instance, Tim 
Palmer not only gives a useful name to the thematic conflation of violence 
and the body often found in these films with the title Brutal Intimacy (2011), 
he also suggestV µcinéma du corps¶ (2011: 11). Brutal intimacy serves as a 
useful description of topic, accurately conjuring the use of the body in these 
films which, as we stated earlier, is exposed and explored in an intimate 
fashion by both literally and through the gaze of the camera. The term 
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µcinéma du corps¶, however, is more problematic. While it functions as a 
general description of films which make the corporeal essential, it does not 
contain enough information to tie it specifically to these films under discussed. 
:KLOH 4XDQGW¶V µQHZ¶ DSSHOODWLRQ LV potentially PLVOHDGLQJ 3DOPHU¶V LV WRR
YDJXH 7KH VDPH PXVW EH DSSOLHG WR 0DUWLQH %HXJQHW¶V GHVFULSWLRQ RI WKH
µFLQHPDRIVHQVDWLRQ¶ (2007). There is too great a scope in it, incorporating as 
it does films which focus on the body in an entirely different way, such as 
Zidane, un portrait du 21e siècle (Douglas Gordon and Philippe Parreno 
 ZKLFK IRFXVHV RQ WKH VSRUWVPDQ¶V SK\VLFDOLW\ Such films are not 
predicated by sex or violence, and it is these considerations which raise 
objection, which problematise the films, which are contentious ± in other 
words, the aspects which interest us here ,Q ERWK 3DOPHU DQG %HXJQHW¶V
descriptions there is the added problem that the films they refer to are not 
necessarily French, and we need to ensure that our title maintains this focus.  
In order to avoid these problems in previous names chosen, I propose 
here a new title for this tendency, this trend: Contemporary French Extreme 
Cinema. There are several reasons why this serves as a more suitable 
description. The lack of a definite article highlights that this is a disparate 
group, not a focused and inclusive movement. µContemporary¶ replaces µnew¶: 
we are not suggesting that extreme content has not existed before, but rather 
clarifying that we are discussing the more recent trend. As noted, the 
LQFOXVLRQRI WKHZRUG µFrench¶ is important ± not least because we need to 
ensure that discussion is not overlapping with the wider New Extremism in 
European cinema (though there are areas where it is important to 
acknowledge that borderline cases can and do exist). Finally µextreme 
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cinema¶ UHSODFHV µextremity¶ as this latter suggests a boundary achieved, 
and it would be unwise to try to proscribe such a position. If one of the 
axioms of the trend is being directly confrontational, pushing at boundaries, 
we do not wish to imply that there is an ultimate impassable boundary that 
has been reached. As we shall see in Chapter 3, even censorship laws are 
not immutable. With a name given to the trend, we must immediately 
acknowledge that it is open to question. µ&RQWHPSRUDU\¶ will, of course, 
EHFRPH MXVWDV OLPLWLQJ DV µQHZ¶ DQG VR WKLV DSSHOODWLRQ WRR PXVW DW VRPH
point be replaced, especially if new films which can be associated with this 
title fail to appear.  
As for which films should be included in the corpus, I have decided to 
include all of the films discussed by Quandt and Romney, along with several 
which were released after both of their articles but which have been affiliated 
with the trend by other people. As such we take Carne (Noé 1992) as the 
start of the trend, though QXDQGW¶V DVsertion that it represents the µXU-WH[W¶
(2004: 129) remains open to question. 1Rp¶VVKRUW film in the sexually-explicit 
portmanteau film Destricted (2007), We Fuck Alone (2006), appears as it is 
relevant to this discussion, even though the entire film is not. Process (CS 
Leigh 2004) appears on the list because, while the director is American, it 
was shot in French with French actors, and Romney discussed it in his 
response to Quandt. Intimacy (Patrice Chéreau 2001) similarly appears 
thanks to its French director and mention by Quandt, even though it was a 
co-production filmed in English. The list ends with Enter the Void (2009), 
1Rp¶V ODWHVW ILOP DV RI WKLV ZULWLQJ:KLOHSHUKDSVQot extreme in the same 
ZD\ DV 1Rp¶s previous efforts, it still contains themes and images which 
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correspond with Contemporary French Extreme Cinema, and Quandt himself 
cites it as something of a resurgence of the New French Extremity in his 
2011 follow-XSWRµ)OHVKDQG%ORRG¶µ0RUH0RUDOLVP from WKH³:RUG\)XFN´¶. 
This is not intended to be a closed list ± the possibility of more films to follow 
is something that we will address. It is also possible that the list is not entirely 
comprehensive ± there may be films missing which could arguably be 
associated with the trend. What this list gives is a sense of the general shape 
of the trend. 
The table below arranges the films into chronological order, grouped 
into four-year bands. This helps to visually indicate the growth of the trend, its 
peak, and its subsequent decline. Such a visual depiction raises a number of 
interesting points: the space between Carne and its sequel Seul contre tous 
(Noé 1998) suggests that the impact of the former did not immediately affect 
the status quo in French cinema. This might have been due to the fact that 
Carne, due to its length, was denied a traditional cinematic and home video 
release: µVRQIRUPDWXQSHXspéFLDOPLQXWHVO¶HPSrFKDLWG¶rWUHGLVWULEXp
QRUPDOHPHQW¶Gans 1992). 4XDQGWORFDWHVWKHµDSRWKHRVLVand nadir of the 
WUHQG¶ 4XDQGW: 210) in $QDWRPLHGH O¶HQIHU, and we can see that this 
film came at the end of the most productive period of the trend, with a fecund 
three years (2001-2003) giving 12 films. Post-$QDWRPLHGH O¶HQIHU the trend 
falls off, reduced to just one film per year. The impact of these films was also 
lessened, with both ¬O¶LQWpULHXU (Julien Maury and Alexandre Bustillo 2007) 
and Martyrs (Pascal Laugier 2008) being borderline cases which can be 
more or less aligned with the horror genre. This is not to say that they are not 
subversive, worthy works, only that they are more easily classifiable than, for 
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example, Noé¶VILOPV, which use codes of the horror genre to rather different 
ends. 
This is how Contemporary French Extreme Cinema looks at the time of this 
writing: 4 
 
With the Contemporary French Extreme Cinema trend now located 
and described, we can start to look at how it has been rendered inviable. My 
hypothesis is that the trend has been damaged, and potentially ended, by an 
arguably unfair and illogical critical reception due, we will argue, to a failure 
on the part of spectators to submit to the new viewing mode that these films 
require. They have been adversely affected by their popular perception and 
sale and the difficulty of assimilating them into understood genres. This is 
                                                          
4
 Full references for these films can be found in the Filmography. 
1991-1994 
 
1995-1998 
 
1999-2002 
 
2003-2006 
 
2007-2010 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Carne (91) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Regarde la mer 
(97) 
Seul contre 
tous (98) 
Sombre (98) 
Romance (99) 
Pola X (99) 
Baise-moi (00) 
¬PDV°XU 
(01) 
Intimacy (01) 
Trouble Every 
Day (01) 
Le pornographe 
(01) 
Dans ma peau 
(02) 
Choses secrètes 
(02) 
Demonlover (02) 
Irréversible (02) 
La chatte à deux 
têtes (02) 
La vie nouvelle 
(02) 
 
 
 
Haute tension 
(03) 
Twentynine 
Palms (03) 
Ma mère (04) 
Process (04) 
Anatomie de 
O¶HQIHU (04) 
We Fuck 
Alone 
(Destricted) 
(06) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
¬O¶LQWpULHXU (07) 
Martyrs (08) 
Enter the Void 
(09) 
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compounded by their extreme content causing problematic issues with 
censorship. This dissertation thus engages not just with the aesthetic 
qualities of the films themselves, but also with their production and reception. 
Before outlining how this dissertation will progress, it is important to 
highlight some possible limitations and account for specific choices which will 
be made. In terms of critical reception, the focus is mostly on the negative, on 
those critics who did not understand the films. There are, of course, positive 
critical responses to be found but, given that the central focus of this 
dissertation is on the diminishment of the trend, we are mostly going to 
ignore these in order to try to understand what it was that went wrong in the 
bad critical responses. In writing of this kind, relating to film spectatorship, 
one must be careful to avoid discussions which are based upon an assumed 
ILJXUHRIµWKHDXGLHQFH¶RUµWKHVSHFWDWRU¶As Martin Barker notes, µthe idea of 
DQ DEVWUDFWHG ³VSHFWDWRU´ ³YLHZHU´ RU ³UHDGHU´ FDQ only [«] be an analytic 
construct¶ (2011: 109). Unfortunately, it is often difficult not to fall back upon 
such discourse, but our aim here is to locate moments of spectatorship in 
phenomenological terms of engagement with the film itself. Thus, while 
responses obviously differ between spectators, there is hopefully a firm basis 
for the assertions made. 
The start of the Contemporary French Extreme Cinema trend 
coincides with the rise in a phenomenological approach to film criticism, 
spearheaded by the work of commentators like Linda Williams (1991), Vivian 
Sobchack (1992) and, later, Laura Marks (2000). Phenomenology marks the 
filmic text itself as the most important aspect of the critical engine, 
superseding both the critic and filmmaker. This idea of the film as an 
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important object in and of itself is something that we have hinted at thus far, 
with discussion of the relationship engendered with the spectator, and also in 
the quote from Browning, which describes the objectification of French 
literature. Sobchack describes the experience of film watching as a dialogue 
between spectator and film, a two-ZD\H[FKDQJH LQZKLFK µZHDQGWKHILOP
before us) are immersed in a world and in DQDFWLYLW\RIYLVXDOEHLQJ¶
8)JRLQJRQ WRH[SODLQ WKDW LW µHQWDLOV WKHYLVLEOHDXGLEOHNLQHWLFDVSHFWVRI
VHQVLEOHH[SHULHQFHWRPDNHVHQVHYLVLEO\DXGLEO\DQGKDSWLFDOO\¶. 
Such a Sobchackian approach will be something of a fil conducteur through 
this dissertation, prioritising the action of the film, and the filmic text itself, 
over any other considerations. Laura Marks also highlights the importance of 
ILOPVLQDQGRIWKHPVHOYHVWKHVHµWDQJLEOHDQGEHORYHGERGLHV¶[LWKDW
endlessly captivate and fascinate us. 6KHGHVFULEHV LPDJHVDV µWKDW IROG LQ
WKHXQLYHUVDOVWUXGHO¶[LDFRPSOH[PXOWLSOLFLW\RIPHDQLQJZKLFKQHHG
only be unfurled, the strudel digested. 
An important facet of the discussion of how these films have failed to 
find acceptance is their critical reception. It seems in some ways that critics 
have fallen behind academics in understanding what these films are 
supposed to be doing, how they are supposed to be received. For instance, 
%HXJQHW¶V UHDGLQJ RI H[WUHPH ILOPV KROGV WKDW KLVWRULFDO DQG SROLWLFDO
GLPHQVLRQV ZLWKLQ WKHP FDQ EH DUULYHG DW WKURXJK µD IRUP RI HPERGLHG
GLDORJXHWKDWWDNHVSODFHEHWZHHQILOPVSHFWDWRUDQGFRQWH[W«ZKLFKKDVWR
be sensed before it can EH XQGHUVWRRG¶ +RUHFN 	 .HQGDOO   7KLV
three-way flow of information, or perhaps it would be more accurate to 
describe it as unreconstructed data, is not something often taken into 
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account by critics when dealing with these films. The first chapter of this 
dissertation will deal with modes of spectatorship and critical reception, 
examining the friction between the films and their audiences. Where 
Contemporary French Extreme Cinema requires audiences to engage on a 
physical level, it is often the case that a purely cosmetic approach is taken to 
reviewing them. In some cases this critical difficulty is borne of an inability on 
WKHSDUWRI WKHFULWLFV WRXQGHUVWDQG WKHGLUHFWRUV¶ FKRVHQ IRUP ± especially 
when it is at odds witKWKHLUSUHYLRXVZRUN4XDQGW¶VDUWLFOHVR LPSRUWDQW LQ
forming an understanding of the way Contemporary French Extreme Cinema 
KDV EHHQ UHFHLYHG VWHPV IURP KLV GLVVDWLVIDFWLRQ ZLWK %UXQR 'XPRQW¶V
choice to make an extreme film. This criticism appeared despite the fact that 
the director¶s focus on the body began in earlier films, making such a move 
entirely understandable. This crisis of expectation also affects the sale and 
SUHVHQWDWLRQ RI WKH ILOPV DGYHUWLVLQJ FDPSDLJQV EDVHG RQ WKHLU µ;¶ IDFWRU
most vividly portrayed in the poster for Romance (Breillat 1999), create an 
awkward tension between audience and film.  
The idea of films acquiring a cachet based on their censorship history 
is something which has pushed certain films into a previously unthinkable 
popularity, attracting viewers who wish to experience the thrill of the banned. 
This can be seen with the films which were included under the banner of the 
µ9LGHR1DVWLHV¶ LQ WKH8.5 Releases of the films can now proudly proclaim 
                                                          
5
 7KH µ9LGHR 1DVWLHV¶ VFDQGDO LV VRPHWKLQJ ZKLFK ZLOO EH UHIHUUHG WR VHYHUDO WLPHV LQ WKLV
dissertation ± the 1984 Video Recordings Act in Britain led to a selection of diverse films 
EHLQJ YLOLILHG DV GDQJHURXV µVLFNHQLQJ ILOWK¶ ZKLFK WKH &RQVHUYDWLYH JRYHUQPHQW IHOW ZDV
morally inappropriate for the British public. Examples such as Blood Feast (Herschell Gordon 
Lewis1963) show how reactionary this act was, widely attacking films based on public 
SHUFHSWLRQRI WKHLU LGHQWLW\DV µGDQJHURXV¶ UDWKHU WKDQRQ WKHLUDFWXDOFRQWHQW A fascinating 
VWXG\ RI WKH 9LGHR 1DVWLHV SKHQRPHQRQ LV WR EH IRXQG LQ .DWH (JDQ¶V ERRN Trash or 
Treasure?: Censorship and the changing meanings of video nasties (2007). 
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WKHPDVµXQFXWIRUWKH ILUVWWLPH¶DQGµSUHYLRXVO\EDQQHG¶FUHDWLQJLQWHUHVWLQ
spite of the questionable quality of the films themselves. For Contemporary 
French Extreme Cinema, however, such an approach is ineffective, robbing 
these films of their ambiguity, in popular perception, by ascribing to them a 
SDUWLFXODUµW\SH¶RIILOP 
 
 )LJXUH7KHSRVWHUIRU5RPDQFHHPSKDVLVLQJWKHµ;-UDWHG¶FRQWHQW 
 
 
Popular perception is fed by the ways in which the trend is received 
DQGGHDOWZLWK)RUH[DPSOH WKH UHFHSWLRQRI1Rp¶V Irréversible (2002) was 
coloured by the events surrounding its screening at the Cannes Festival, with 
20 people reportedly requiring oxygen after fainting during the film and 250 
people walking out. 7KH%%&¶VUHSRUWRQWKH&DQQHVDIIDLU%%&1HZV
reads almost like an account of a terrorist attack, something which we will 
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VHHUHIHUUHGWRERWKLQUHVSRQVHWR1Rp¶VFLQHPDZLWKWKHLGHDRIKLVEHLQJ
an inheritor of the artistic terrorism of surrealism, and in the assertion by 
Bruno Dumont that Twentynine Palms constituted a µWHUURULVW¶ FLQHma 
(Matheou 2005: 17). The popular perception extends to the directors 
WKHPVHOYHVZKREHFRPHVµQDPHV¶DVVRFLDWHGZLWKVXFKGDQJHURXVFRQWHQW
The title of enfant terrible has been applied to many directors associated with 
Contemporary French Extreme Cinema.  
This idea of these works becoming somehow objectified, regarded as 
apart from the usual canons of cinema, is one which needs to be investigated. 
The second chapter of this dissertation will examine some of the ways in 
which these films stand apart. We can locate their innate difference in the 
way that the directors respond to and reformat what we might look at as 
typical genre tropes. In order to highlight the potential damage that such 
generic reformulation can cause to the film/spectator relationship, we will 
analyse two films both in terms of their formal innovation and in terms of 
critical theory on the genres which they most closely resemble. To this end 
we will examine $OH[DQGUH$MD¶VHaute tension both as a formally inventive 
horror film and as a subversion of the Hollywood slasher film, deconstructing 
the role of the central protagonist in order to open out the field of spectator 
investment. We will then follow this with a study of BUXQR 'XPRQW¶V
Twentynine Palms, looking at it as a subversion of the road movie genre. 
Through these readings, we will attempt to explain what it is within these 
films that causes difficulty for the spectator.  
From this discussion of how the films play with spectator investment 
and understanding of genre, we will move to the question of censorship, and 
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the underlying consideration of just what is acceptable on screen. My third 
chapter will examine problems which Contemporary French Extreme Cinema 
has encountered with censorship, and the way that this reflects back to pose 
problems for the genre. This censorship can take place at different periods in 
the life of the film. In some cases it might require cuts for cinematic release, 
or be refused release entirely (or, in extreme circumstances, be pulled from 
cinemas, as happened with Baise-moi). The film might be censored upon its 
release on DVD, as this represents a different kind of viewing experience 
with its own rules. The ending of %UHLOODW¶V¬PDV°XU(2001) was drastically 
censored on DVD in Britain, completely altering the effect of the film. We will 
look at the furore surrounding the removal of Baise-moi from French cinemas 
and its censorship on DVD in the UK, looking to understand how these 
adversely affected its reception. We will then move to the more extreme 
cutting of À ma s°XU ! on its UK DVD release. Here the slicing of the razor 
blade is particularly in evidence, as the cut creates a profound division 
between what the film is doing and how the spectator receives this. Through 
a textual analysis of both versions of the cut scene, we can assert that the 
censoring action deconstructs BreillaW¶V LQWHQWLRQ DQG UHEXLOGV a less 
confrontational and essentially meaningless tract in its place.   
Many directors associated with the trend are now working on projects 
which do not share the same approach to extremity, to using the body as a 
filmic tool. It is possible that it is simply no longer viable to deal with such 
extreme content. There seems to have been a shift to a more poetic, less 
formally challenging style of filmmaking. A notable number of directors 
associated with Contemporary French Extreme Cinema have now moved 
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into this new type of filmmaking, which begs the question of whether this is 
some sort of evolution of the concepts they previously engaged with. This 
question is even more relevant when we consider the thematic similarities 
between consecutive works by the same directors. This possible shift in 
French cinema might give some answers as to the fate of Contemporary 
French Extreme Cinema. While the films might have been difficult to 
comprehend, upsetting or even offensive to some viewers, I believe that they 
RIIHUZKDW3KLOLS%UDGVKDZ WHUPHG WKH µOLJKWQLQJEROW RI WHUURURU LQVSLUDWLRQ
WKDWZHKRSHIRUDWWKHFLQHPD¶, and hope that they will continue to be 
studied and enjoyed as rich visual texts that perhaps bespeak not a µFXOWXUDO
FULVLV¶4XDQGW 128) but rather an evolution in cinema towards a more 
philosophically challenging and physically confrontational model. 
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Chapter 1 ± Friction 
 
A Required Viewing Mode 
If we accept that our understanding of Contemporary French Extreme 
&LQHPDLVLQGHOLEO\FRORXUHGE\4XDQGW¶VDUWLFOHZHORJLFDOO\DOVRDFFHSWWKDW
these films are set apart by their focus on extreme depictions of sex and 
violence. Quandt opined that the desire of thesHILOPVZDVµWRZDGHLQULYHUV
of viscera and spumes of sperm, to fill each frame with flesh, nubile or 
JQDUOHGDQGVXEMHFWLWWRDOOPDQQHURISHQHWUDWLRQPXWLODWLRQDQGGHILOHPHQW¶
(2004: 127-128), a position which locates the interest firmly in their focus on 
the physical. To this interest we can add an extra dimension, and one that 
instructs the entirety of this dissertation to a certain degree: these films can 
be fascinating because of the effect they can have upon our own physicality. 
By drawing together key concepts from several theoretical approaches to 
spectatorship, we can posit a necessary viewing position for Contemporary 
French Extreme Cinema and through this describe why, in some cases, there 
is a failure in the film/spectator relationship. We can then begin to understand 
the negative effect such failures can have on the trend as a whole. 
The foundations of this proposed necessary viewing mode can be 
IRXQG LQ/LQGD:LOOLDPV¶V DUWLFOH µ)LOP %RGLHV *HQGHU *HQUHDQG ([FHVV¶
wherein she outlLQHV WKUHH W\SHV RI µERG\ JHQUH¶ WKH KRUURU ILOP DQG
SRUQRJUDSK\ERWKRIZKLFKKDGDOUHDG\EHHQFODVVLILHGDVµERG\¶JHQUHVE\
Carol Clover for their privileging of the sensational, and melodrama (1991). 
7KHVHJHQUHV:LOOLDPVDVVHUWVDUH µJURVV¶PRYLHV ZKLFKJLYHRXUERG\µan 
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DFWXDO SK\VLFDO MROW¶  2). This jolt is achieved through onscreen 
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQV RI µERG\ VSHFWDFOH¶ PRVW H[SOLFLWO\ GHVFULEHG DFFRUGLQJ WR
:LOOLDPV µLQ SRUQRJUDSK\¶V SRUWUD\DO RI RUJDVP LQ KRUURU¶V SRUWUD\DO RI
violence and terror, and in melodrama¶V SRUWUD\DO RI ZHHSLQJ¶  4). 
Contemporary French Extreme Cinema, with its focus on extreme physical 
representation, can be aligned with this theory. However, in the case of these 
films it can be argued that the spectator is required to understand these 
responses as described by Williams, to understand what the film is doing to 
them, and then passively submit to the film. This is a two-fold idea: the 
spectator must approach the film more than might be considered usual, and 
at the same time detach themselves from their critical faculties in order to 
activate a deeper rapport with the film. 
This deeper rapport can be considered WKURXJK/DXUD0DUNV¶VFRQFHSW
of haptic visuality. Marks uses this concept to discuss intercultural cinema, 
arguing that cultural memory is embodied and so film must appeal to more 
WKDQRSWLFDOYLVXDOLW\PRUHWKDQWKHµQRUPDO¶PRGHRIILOPYLHZLQJWRFRQYH\
FXOWXUDO PHDQLQJ :LWK KDSWLF YLVXDOLW\ GHVFULEHG DV µD IDPLOLDULW\ ZLWK WKH
world that the viewHUNQRZVWKURXJKPRUHVHQVHVWKDQYLVLRQDORQH¶0DUNV
2000: 187), we can see how haptic visuality can be conflated with the 
concept of simulated proximity outlined in the introduction, that is the 
reduction of distance between spectator and film through the reduction of 
distance between subject and representation in the film itself. Both appeal to 
WKH VSHFWDWRU¶V NQRZOHGJH WR HQJHQGHU D FORVHQHVV 0DUNV GHVFULEHV WKH
H\HVRIWKHVSHFWDWRUDFWLQJDVWRXFKLQJRUJDQVµPRUHLQFOLQHGWRJUD]HWKDQ
WR JD]H¶   7KH FRQFHSW RI µJUD]LQJ¶ LV LQWHUHVWLQJ DV LW FRQWDLQV
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within it both the idea of moving across something and taking bits away, 
changing the surface nature of it, as with grazing animals, but also of an 
uncomfortable bleeding wound caused by rubbing against something. This is 
a good illustration of the more physical aspect, the need to feel as well as 
see. The spectator reacts to the films on a non-specific plane of physicality, 
as well as through the visual perception and mental processing which we 
would expect in all visual data reception. 
Martine Beugnet provides us with a workable position from which to 
better understand the sort of relationship which is required between spectator 
and film. She DVVHUWVWKDW µWREH LPPHUVHG LQILOPV¶VHQVXRXs and aesthetic 
ILHOGV«LV DOVR WR GHOLJKW LQ WKH GLVWLQFWLYH FDSDFLW\ RI ILOP WR EHFRPH ³a 
sensual and sensible expansion´ RI RXUVHOYHV¶   +RUHFN DQG
.HQGDOOVXPPDULVHWKLVUHODWLRQVKLSDVµDIRUPRIHPERGLHGGLDORJXH«ZKLFK
has to be sensed befoUH LW FDQ EH XQGHUVWRRG¶   This idea of 
GLDORJXH UHIHUV EDFN WR 6REFKDFN¶V GHVFULSWLRQ RI WKH ILOPVSHFWDWRU
relationship which we explored briefly in the introduction. For Sobchack, the 
film watching experience functions as a two-way exchange, wherein the film 
is not a dormant or dead artefact to be looked at, but rather an entirely 
dynamic entity with which we can converseµWKURXJKWKHDGGUHVVRIRXURZQ
vision, we speak back to the cinematic expression before us, using a visual 
language that is DOVRWDFWLOH¶.  
The idea of immersion in a film is another highly potent image. 
Immersion holds connotations of being surrounded by data which we cannot 
immediately process into information but will eventually be able to, as in 
language immersion. This is a good way of looking at the way the response 
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to Contemporary French Extreme Cinema should be constructed. We cannot 
expect to understand these films completely upon our first viewing, at least 
not until sufficient time has passed to process our responses to them: their 
effect is such that an initially unfavourable opinion might completely change 
upon closer examination. The viewing position requires a more nuanced 
relationship, a dialogue between film and spectator. We might look at such 
an approach as digestive ± the images must be absorbed, broken down, 
SURFHVVHG6XFKDQLGHDUHIHUVEDFNWR0DUNV¶Vquite possibly unintentional 
description of images as EHLQJµWKDt fold in the universal VWUXGHO¶ (2002: xi), a 
satisfying culinary metaphor, and also looks forward to the conflation of film 
and nourishment which we will encounter in our examination of the work of 
Gaspar Noé in this chapter. 
This, then, is the required viewing mode for Contemporary French 
Extreme Cinema: as these films can be considered as associable with body 
genres, they will elicit physical responses in the body of the spectator. 
However, these films also reduce the distance between themselves and the 
VSHFWDWRUWKURXJKDSSHDOLQJWRWKHVSHFWDWRU¶VNQRZOHGJHZKLFKOHDGVWRDQ
embodied relationship. The spectator must approach the film as a multi-
sensory experience, opening themselves up to its effect, even if this is 
uncomfortable or upsetting. To borrow the slogan of French film website 
Allociné, µne restez pas simple spectateur!¶ (Allociné 2013). This is a difficult 
position, however, as the immediate response to something which inflicts 
pain is to dislike it, to disengage. The inability to submit to this required 
viewing mode leads to the first slice of the razor blade, a friction between 
spectator and film. 
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Friction 
The idea of friction between spectator and film provides a description of the 
failure of a haptic-informed viewing mode, implying a collision, an 
uncomfortable rub, rather than the comfortable assumption into and 
embracing of the film which would occur in a successful application of the 
mode. The reading of friction is difficult, and perhaps only truly apparent in 
the post-viewing state of the spectator. For example, if physical discomfort is 
experienced during the film, this might actually contribute to a successful 
viewing experience, if it is understood in a useful way, while an apparently 
comfortable viewing might still result in a response which we could look at as 
evidence of a frictional experience. What is important to understand about 
the use of the term friction here is that it represents a failure to communicate, 
a rent between how a film should be received and how it actually is received. 
The reception of films is, of course, entirely subjective, and we would never 
argue for any sort of uniform response. Where the responses become 
problematic is when they are placed in a position from which they effect the 
further reception of the film, or the response to subsequent films in the same 
or a similar lineage: in other words, the critical reception.  
The critical reception of Contemporary French Extreme Cinema has 
been problematic from the beginning, both in terms of response to individual 
films and in the way that they were first classified and described as a 
cohesive movement by James Quandt. It might seem reductive to constantly 
UHIHU EDFN WR 4XDQGW¶V DUWLFOH EXW LW UHPDLQV D UHPDUNDEO\ SRWHQW FULWLFDO
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touchstone.6 As Quandt himself remarked, µWKH DUWLFOH WRRN RQ D OLIH QHYHU
intended, with often-uncomfortable resXOWV¶   7KH SRZHU RI D
critical response, especially a negative one, cannot be underestimated. As 
we PHQWLRQHG LQ WKH LQWURGXFWLRQ FULWLFV¶ UHYLHZV DUH RIWHQ WKH UHVXlt of a 
single viewing and, we have tried to argue, for Contemporary French 
Extreme Cinema this is simply not sufficient. These films require time to 
comprehend, and do not sit well in a critical environment where response is 
almost immediate. For this reason, the initial responses to films that appear 
after their premieres at film festivals are particularly problematic, as we will 
see in relation to the premiere of Irréversible at Cannes. 
 
A Statement of Intent: Carne 
,Q µ)OHVK DQG %ORRG¶ 4XDQGW ILQGV WKH µXU-WH[W¶ (2004: 129) of the trend he 
describes in the short film Carne (Noé 1991). This is where we will begin 
looking at the frictional relationship, moving forward to engage with the 
IROORZLQJ ILOPV LQ ZKDW PLJKW EH UHJDUGHG DV *DVSDU 1Rp¶V ORRVH WKHPDWLF
trilogy, films linked by WKH SUHVHQFH RI 3KLOLSSH 1DKRQ¶V µEoucher 
H[LVWHQWLDOLVWH¶ *DQV1992). These films offer a fascinating window into the 
critic/film relationship, and enough information exists to offer a conclusive 
argument for the action of friction thereon.  
Carne follows an unnamed horse butcher (Philippe Nahon), and single 
father, through a series of unfortunate events as he struggles to provide for 
                                                          
6
 ,QP\XQGHUJUDGXDWHGLVVHUWDWLRQ,DWWHPSWHGWR µGLVTXDOLI\¶4XDQGWEXW WKLVQRZDSSHDUV
more reductive than attempting to assimilate his reading into a fuller understanding of the 
trend. 
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his autistic daughter and then goes to prison after grievously assaulting a 
man he wrongly assumes to have molested her. Upon his release he finds 
himself lost without his former job, and tortured both by incestuous feelings 
towards his daughter and by the possibility of becoming a father again. 
Having raised the concept of friction at play within the film/spectator 
relationship, it is interesting to see that the critical response to Carne was 
actually very positive. Jean-3LHUUH /pRQDUGLQL GHVFULEHG WKH ILOP DV µXQH
UpXVVLWH IODJUDQWH¶  ZKLOH WKH XQVLJQHG Nouvel Observateur review 
describes Carne DV EHLQJ µQp GDQV OH FHUYHDX UHPDUTXDEOH G¶XQ MHXQH
UpDOLVDWHXU¶There is, however, an immediate sense that, despite the 
accolades, critics were shocked by the film, and it could be argued that their 
responses sublimate their insecurities by categRULVLQJ 1Rp¶V ZRUN LQWR D
comprehensible space as an inheritor of the surrealist tradition; that the 
essential meaning of the images was missed in favour of the view that they 
marked a return to surrealist concerns. In pointing to thematic antecedents, 
the critics actually created an uncomfortably artificial model, and one which 
would inform QuandW¶VDQJU\UHVSRQVH wherein he decried the films for their 
apparent failure to inherit the French tradition of true provocation. We might 
regard the desire to categorise as a coping mechanism: if a film can be 
understood as part of a distinct genre, it perhaps hurts less.  
Aligning the film with surrealism is not problematic in itself, as it is 
clearly possible to consider it as an example of a surrealist act. Christophe 
Gans, for instance, drew parallels with Un chien andalou (Buñuel 1928):  
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En 1928, Luis Buñuel faisait glisser un nuage devant la lune et le 
WUDQFKDQWG¶XQUDVRLUVXUO¶°LOG¶XQHMROLHGDPH6oixante ans plus tard, 
Carne YLHQWQRXVUDSSHOHUTXHOHVXUUpDOLVPHUHVWHXQDUWQHXIHWTX¶LO
se pratique toujours comme un acte terroriste (1992). 
This is a perfectly understandable position to take, but in describing the film 
the way they do some critics ignore the importance of 1Rp¶V IRUPDO
innovation and directorial intelligence. Where surrealism either denies the 
image a specific meaning and rather sees the art as an outpouring of the 
unconscious (in the automatic school) or points towards a subconscious 
association with the shared unconscious (in the Veristic school), Noé is 
entirely deliberate in his choice of images. Carne represents the beginning of 
a playful yet cruel relationship between director and spectator. As Gans 
QRWHG LQ KLV UHYLHZ µCarne est un terrible exercice de manipulation; 
EHDXFRXSQHOHOXLSDUGRQQHURQWSDV¶*DQV¶VZRUGVVXJJHVWWKDWWKH
DFWLRQRIWKHGLUHFWRUDQGILOPDJDLQVWWKHVSHFWDWRUFDQLIWKH\GRQ¶WZDWFKLQ
the correct mode, lead to a particularly unpleasant and even damaging 
experience.  
To illustrate this deliberately provocative and intelligent assemblage of 
images, we can examine the opening of Carne. After a series of title cards 
and a short sequence comprising a locked camera shot and dialogue 
expressed in text, we cut to a close-up RQDKRUVH¶VIDFH7KHFDPHUD¶VJD]H 
rests on the animal for a few seconds, and then there is another cut to an 
LQWHUWLWOH FDUG ZKLFK ZDUQV µ$77(17,21 &H ILOP FRQWLHQW GHV LPDJHV TXL
ULVTXHQWG¶LPSUHVVLRQQHUOHVSOXVMHXQHVVSHFWDWHXUV¶. Noé then immediately 
cuts back to the film with a blast of noise and light coinciding with the horse 
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being stunned. This is a deliberate and witty move, representative of the 
directly confrontational style which, as we saw in the introduction, would go 
on to become one of the predicates of Contemporary French Extreme 
Cinema. The shock of the real violence is a visceral one, and Noé 
compounds this effect with his refusal to cut away from the footage.7  
 
 
Figure 2: A shocking explosion of sound and light as the horse is stunned. 
 
The beast spasms and has its throat cut, and then exsanguinates 
before the dispassionate gaze of the camera. The blood of the horse flows 
outwards towards the spectator, disappearing into the interstices between 
film and viewer, encountering the obvious limit of the haptic relationship. Noé 
will return to this space frequently and, as we shall see later in this chapter, 
eventually finds a way to at least partially counter its divisive capacity. The 
soundtrack is composed only of the clanks and rumbles and background 
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 TKLVVFHQHDQGIRFXVRQWKHG\LQJEHDVWHFKRHVWKHDEEDWRLUIRRWDJHRI*HRUJHV)UDQMX¶V
Le sang des bêtes DQGWKHRSHQLQJRI0LFKDHO+DQHNH¶V%HQQ\¶V9LGHR (1992). 
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noise of the abattoir, and the flowing blood. We continue to watch as the 
KRUVH¶VKHDGLVVOLFHGRIIDQGVNLQQHG 
When a cut finally arrives, we see a black screen with the legend 
µ4XHOTXHVMRXUVSOXVWDUG¶DQGWKHQFXWDJDLQWRDSLHFHRIPHDWEHLQJVOLFHG
Though it is later confirmed in dialogue, we cannot know immediately that 
this meat is horse, and yet the effect is much the same. On some level, we 
understand. Noé achieves a remarkable feat in compounding the jolt of the 
horse killing with an even deeper one through the association of the powerful 
footage with the image of the steak (cooked saignant, of course), in itself a 
relatively innocuous image. To cry surrealism is, perhaps, to ignore the clever 
manipulation occurring here. While the shock juxtapositions of surrealism 
might seek to elicit a response, the message is obfuscated. The juxtaposition 
of images is not a sensical process, but rather a dream-like contrasting of 
ideas. Conversely, Noé makes his position clear: this film is a study of the 
human beast, the animal inside us all. Capturing the death of the horse on 
film adds a level of verisimilitude to the succeeding images. It is a potent 
statement of intent from the first-time director. 
There is no reason to discount surrealism as a formal influence on 
Carne, but it is far more than a simple updating or return to the form. The 
aforementioned Nouvel Observateur review describes Noé as a filmmaker 
µQRXUULDX[PDPHOOHV%XxXHOHW%'¶DQGWKLVLVDQHQWLUHO\DSSURSULDWH
description for two reasons : firstly, it describes the relation between Noé and 
surrealism (substituted for Buñuel) as distinct ± while they might share 
genetic code they are certainly separate entities; secondly, the idea of there 
being a physicality between Noé and his sources corresponds with our 
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central concept of a more physical reading of film and spectator relations. 
)ROORZLQJ0DUNV¶VVWUXGHO WKLV is another link between film and sustenance. 
The substitution of film for nourishment is actually referred to within Carne 
itself. In the first instance we see the cutting of meat divided by cuts of film, 
the chop of the cleaver matched with the slice of the celluloid. Later, more 
WHOOLQJO\ WKH %XWFKHU¶V GDXJKWHU LV VKRZQ DV XQZLOOLQJ WR HDW WKH PHDW
provided for her, yet has just beforehand been shown passively absorbing 
the horror film shown on the television: her choice consumption is visual.  
The choice of film clip for this scene is also telling: Blood Feast. This 
film opened up new avenues for showing filmic violence with its bright, 
explicit depiction of bloody dismemberment. At the time when Carne is set 
WKLVVFHQHWDNHVSODFHLQWKHILOPVWLOOSRVVHVVHGDµGDQJHURXV¶TXDOLW\
something which would continue into the 1980s when, as we saw in the 
introduction, it was classified as a Video Nasty. The use of this film can be 
read as another statement of intent from Noé, establishing a careful self-
positioning: the horror on the television is, despite its brutality, safe, vacuous 
filler which can be consumed without concern; the danger is in the real world, 
that is to say the constructed, fictional world of the film, their reality. This 
scene is both DQ DFNQRZOHGJHPHQW RI WKH ILOP¶V SODFH ZLWKLQ D ZLGHU ILOPLF
canon DQG D GHOLEHUDWH DQG FDOFXODWHG GLVWDQFLQJ IURP WKH µVDIHW\¶ RI
cinematic violence. The world of the film is a dangerous place, full of 
borderlines and troubling spaces. The jump cuts, soundtrack cries, strange 
angles and intertitles offer a fractured normality, while the historical setting 
and lack of characterisation bestow a sense of parable or myth upon it, 
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compounded by the use of voiceover to express internal monologue, and the 
direct questions to the spectator.  
To briefly address one more thematic precursor highlighted in the 
critical reception, this use of intertitles and internal monologue expressed in 
voice-over can be read as indicative of a comic book brought to life, though 
exactly which comic and what sort of life are unclear.8 There is certainly an 
argument to be made for the influence of comic books upon the mise-en-
scène of the film. The Nouvel Obs UHYLHZ¶V PHQWLRQ RI %'s is echoed in 
Pierre 0XUDW¶V Télérama review, where he describes the humour as 
µFKDUPDQWHW%'¶ (1992). Beyond this, though, the intertitles can similarly be 
read as ironic questions of the audience, again raising the issue of being 
more than a simple spectator. We, the spectator, are being invited to 
question these statements or respond to these questions, to challenge, to 
reword the film in our own way. This cannot occur, however, if the film is read 
as an holistic fact of cinema, an immutable artefact. The film needs to be 
read as a Marksian multitude of ideas ± this twisted strudel again ± a 
complex layering of links and associations which can be responded to or 
ignored: an open text with which we can engage and of which we can 
partake.  
Though the response is positive overall, there are, it must be said, 
precursors to the difficult spectator relationship which would arise in 
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 7KH LQWHUWLWOHV ZKLFK DVN µ9286 ± êtes-YRXV j O¶DEUL G¶XQ GpUDSDJH"¶ DQG DWWHVW WKDW 
µ1¶LPSRUWHTXLSHXW WRXWSHUGUHHQXQHVHFRQGH¶PDNH LW WHPSWLQJ WRVXJJHVWD FRUUHODWLRQ
between the fate of the Butcher and the Batman comic story The Killing Joke (Moore 1988), 
wherein the Joker attempts to justify his madness by showing how a good man can be driven 
mad through the events of one bad day, something he tries to do by ruining the life of moral 
stalwart Commissioner James Gordon. The outcome of that tale, however, gives lie to this as 
a justification for immoral actions. 
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UHVSRQVHWR1Rp¶VQH[WILOPWREHIRXQGZLWKLQWKHFULWLFDOUHVSRQVHWRCarne. 
Murat brought to the fore an issue which would recur in critical responses to 
Contemporary French Extreme Cinema in saying: 
Faut-il ou non tourner un film LQVRXWHQDEOHVXU O¶LQVRXWHQDEOHXQILOP
HQQX\HX[ VXU O¶HQQXL XQ ILOP YXOJDLUH VXU OD YXOJDULWp ? A cette 
TXHVWLRQ*DVSDU1RpVHPEOHUpSRQGUHO¶DIILUPDWLYH. 
He DOVR VRXQGHG D QRWH RI FDXWLRQ LQ VD\LQJ µRQ HVSqUH«TXH FUpDWHXU HW
FUpDWXUHQHVHFRQIRQGHQWSDV¶SRLQWLQJWRDUHFXUUHQWWKHPHLQWKHFULWLFLVP
of extreme cinema where the director is vilified for their creation (1992). Both 
of these issues raised would be respRQGHGWRLQFULWLFLVPVRI1Rp¶VILUVWORQJ-
metrage, and thematic sequel to Carne, Seul contre tous. 
 
Whose Irresponsibility? : Seul contre tous 
Seul contre tous returns to the characters from Carne and explores the same 
themes of disaffection and social malaise. 'HVSLWH WKH EXWFKHU¶V GHVLUH WR
µrepartir à zéro¶, he finds himself disconnected from the world, reduced to 
µune miséUDEOH ELWH¶. His situation becomes more and more desperate until 
finally he murders his daughter and kills himself. We then see, however, that 
these events only occurred in his head, and we leave him justifying his 
intention to commit incest.  
It automatically becomes clear upon reading critical responses that, 
despite the similarities, this film was not acclaimed in the way its predecessor 
ZDV DQG UDWKHU VHHQ DV D SRWHQWLDOO\ GDQJHURXV ZRUN 0XUDW¶V Télérama 
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colleague Bernard Genin describes Seul contre tous DV µLUUHVSRQVDEOH¶
ZKLFKFDQEHVHHQDVDQDQVZHUWR0XUDW¶Vabove-quoted question of 
whether one can or should attempt to present an honest depiction of a 
difficult subject. In attempting to do so, Noé is accused of irresponsibility. 
Genin was not alone in such an assertion: David S. 7UDQ¶V Le Progrès de 
Lyon revieZFDWHJRULVHGWKHILOPDVµXOWUDYLROHQWHWLUUHVSRQVDEOH¶claiming it 
is a film which might µSURYRTXHU GHV pUHFWLRQV GDQV OHV UDQJV GHV SDUWLV
H[WUpPLVWHV TX¶Ll est censé GpQRQFHU¶ ). The important issue here is 
whether Noé was actually trying to denounce. It seems more likely that Tran 
assumed a position for Noé, and based his review on its apparent failure. 
This can be seen as an example of friction: the rub is created by the critic 
applying their own preconceptions to the film and thus not actively engaging 
with it. 
As with Carne, some of the critiques are supportive, while at the same 
time suggestive of a sense that Noé has perhaps gone, or might soon go, too 
far. )UpGpULF%RQQDXG¶V UHYLHZ IRULes Inrockuptibles is positive, though he 
notes that a concern for certain spectators might be WKDWµ1RpV¶HVWWHOOHPHQW
DSSURFKpGHODErWHLPPRQGHTX¶RQULVTXHGHOHFRQIRQGUHDYHFHOOH¶ (1998:  
39). 7KLV FDQ EH UHDG LQ UHVSRQVH WR 0XUDW¶V FRQFHUQ WKDW µFUpDWHXU¶ DQG 
µcréature¶ PLJKW EHFRPH FRQIXVHG (1992), though it is worth noting that in 
ERWKFDVHVWKLVGRHVQRWUHIOHFWWKHUHYLHZHU¶VRZQUHDGLQJRIWKHILOPSuch 
an reading was present in -DPHV4XDQGW¶VUHVSRQVHWRWKHILOPZKLFKZDV
unsurprisingly, highly critical.  In a worrying conflation of director and film, he 
GHVFULEHG WKH LGHDV HVSRXVHG LQ WKH ILOP DV EHLQJ µVDIHO\ GLVSODFHG DV WKH
UDQWLQJV RI D PDG PHDWPDQ¶   7KH YHKHPHQFH RI 4XDQGW¶V
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UHVSRQVH VXJJHVWV WKDW WKH ILOP LV LQ DFWXDOLW\ DQ\WKLQJ EXW µVDIH¶ 7KH
openness of the subject matter of the film to interpretation, the lack of direct 
criticism, is for Quandt a dangerously open wound which appears to anger 
him, indicative of the frictional grazing of a failed viewing experience. Jean-
Paul Grousset, in his review for Le Canard Enchainé, suggests that a more 
DSSURSULDWH WLWOH IRU WKH ILOP ZRXOG EH µMH W¶HPPqQHUDL DX ERXW GX PRQVWUH¶
(1999). This is an interesting description as it accurately captures the idea of 
the spectatorial passivity necessary to fully appreciate these films, as 
previously described. This is a predominantly positive review which can be 
seen as a successful implementation of the required viewing mode.  
What is clear in the film is that Noé has developed his central concern 
of direct confrontation. Seul contre tous tranVSRVHV1Rp¶VSOD\IXOXVHRIWKH
µZDUQLQJFDUG¶LQCarne to just before the climax of the film, thus referencing 
FLQHPDWLF VKRZPDQ :LOOLDP &DVWOH¶V XVH RI WKH VDPH GHYLFH LQ Homicidal 
(1961), wherein he paused the film before the denouement for a 45 second 
µ)ULJKW%UHDN¶ZKLFKDOORZHGSHWULILHGSDWURQVWROHDYHWKHWKHDWUHDQGUHFHLYH
a refund for their ticket, and those who remained to be complimented as a 
µEUDYHDXGLHQFH¶. Noé offers 30 seconds in which to leave the cinema, before 
IODVKLQJWKHZRUGµ'$1*(5¶DQGUHFRPPHQFLQJWKHILOP for its graphic climax. 
This can once again be read as an acknowledgement of cinematic heritage 
DQG SUHFHGHQW DQG LV HTXDOO\ D GHOLEHUDWH DWWHPSW WR SUHILJXUH FULWLFV¶
UHVSRQVHV WR WKH YLROHQFH LQ WKH ILOP¶V FRQFOXVLRQ 1Rp UHIerred to those 
SHRSOHZKRZDONHGRXWRIKLVILOPVDVµXQSXEOLFTXLQHPpULWH pas de voir la 
VXLWH¶Gans 1992), and this warning card is a sarcastic appeal to the desire 
to leave, to give up, or otherwise to completely fail to submit to the required 
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viewing mode. Noé can almost be seen as bringing the concept of friction 
between film and spectator to the fore in this, making the tension in the 
viewing experience a concrete fact within the film.  
 
 
Figure 3: Friction made fact ± Noé issues a direct challenge to the spectator 
to submit to his film, or leave. 
 
Beyond the use of this warning card, Seul contre tous mirrors the 
themes of Carne again in providing an illustration of the flexible reality of the 
filmic world. The carnage of the conclusion is reset, revealed not to have 
occurred. Such an action compounds the dangerous nature of the filmic 
world ± time in this world is mutable, uncertain. The butcher states at one 
SRLQW WKDW µOHVDFWHVVRQW LUUpYHUVLEOHV¶EXW WKLV LV WKHQVKRZQQRW WREH WKH
case. This complex relationship between cinematic narrative and 
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manipulated temporality would become one of the central considerations of 
the concluding instalment of the loose trilogy, Irréversible. 
 
Forwards ± Backwards and Outwards: Irréversible 
The final instalment of the loose trilogy only features the character of the 
%XWFKHUEULHIO\VHUYLQJWRLQWURGXFHWKHFHQWUDOFRQFHLWWKDW µOHWHPSVGpWUXLW
WRXV¶:H WKHQ H[SHULHQFH D QLJKW EDckwards, starting with friends Marcus 
(Vincent Cassell) and Pierre (Albert Dupontel) taking a terrible revenge on 
the denizens of a gay S&M club, moving to discover that this was in response 
to the brutal rape of Marco¶VZLIH$OH[ (Monica Bellucci). Further back still we 
see Marco and Alex before the shocking events of the night, innocent and in 
love. In the end we are left with a timeless scene, unsure in terms of temporal 
location, at which point the film erupts into light, followed by darkness. 
Discussion of Irréversible in the context of its critical reception must 
begin with a discussion of its reception at the 2002 Cannes film festival. The 
%%&UHSRUWZLWKWKHKHDGOLQHµ&DQQHV)LOP6LFNHQV$XGLHQFH¶H[SODLQHG 
2QHRIWKHODVWILOPVWREHVFUHHQHGDWWKLV\HDU¶V&DQQHV)LOP)estival 
proved so shocking that 250 people walked out, some needing 
PHGLFDO DWWHQWLRQ«)LUH ZDUGHQV KDG WR DGPLQLVWHU R[\JHQ WR 
people who fainted during the film (2002). 
The dramatic description of events at the festival reads like the aftermath of a 
teUURULVW DWWDFN DQ DSSURSULDWH DQDORJ\ JLYHQ *DQV¶V GHVFULSWLRQ RI Carne 
functioning in this manner (1992). The notion of terrorism is perfectly 
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PDWFKHG WR 1Rp¶V ZRUN Irréversible is a film designed to terrorise the 
spectator, to attack their senses. In their article on the film, Mikita Brottman 
DQG'DYLG6WHUULWWGHVFULEHKRZ µSHRSOHZHUHUHSRUWHGO\QDXVHDWHGQRWRQO\
E\ WKH ILOP¶V VFHQHV RI H[SOLFLW YLROHQFH EXW DOVR E\ WKH IUHQ]LHG UHVWOHVV
FDPHUDZRUN LQ WKH ORQJ RSHQLQJ VKRW¶   Murat referreG WR 1Rp¶V
deliberately provocative style in saying that Carne ZDVµDIIDLEOLHQSDUWLHSDU
la visible volonté de Noé de ³faire méchant´¶ ). Whether or not this is 
truly a weakness or not can be read as dependent on submission to the 
viewing mode. In his review written for the DVD release of the film, Peter 
%UDGVKDZ GHVFULEHG IHHOLQJ µOLNH D EDWWOH-VFDUUHG 9LHWQDP YHWHUDQ¶ 
after seeing the film at its Cannes screening. His review is bitter and highly 
critical, giving the film one star out of five and attacking every aspect of the 
production. His review becomes more interesting, however, in light of his 
later response to Enter the Void 1Rp¶V QH[W IHDWXUH ILOP ZKLFK %UDGVKDZ
loved (five stars out of five this time). As we saw in the introduction, 
Bradshaw does not change his opinion on Irréversible, but acknowledges 
WKDW SHUKDSV KH ZDV µMXVW IUHDNHG RXW LQ SUHFLVHO\ WKH ZD\ 1Rp LQWHQGHG¶
(2010). This sort of self-reflection can be seen as a vindication of my 
assertion that critical responses informed by solitary viewings are not suitable 
for Contemporary French Extreme Cinema. 
The Cannes effect was not only applicable to those who actually saw 
the film. The immediate wave of emotion the film engendered bled into 
popular consciousness in a worrying fashion. Geneviève Wellcome of La 
Croix was present at Cannes but chose not to see Irréversible, expounding 
on her decision to abstain from YLHZLQJ LQ DQ DUWLFOH HQWLWOHG µ2EMHFWLRQ GH
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&RQVFLHQFH¶  :HOOFRPH FDOOHG XSRQ KHU ULJKW WR VD\ µQRQ j XQH
VFHQDULRVRUGLGHGHIHPPHYLROpHSXLVWXpHFULPHVVXLYLVG¶XQHYHQJHDQFH
DWURFH¶ DQ RSLQLRQ DSSDUHQWO\ LQIRUPHG E\ µOH GRVVLHU GH presse et 
WpPRLJQDJHV¶ ). Aside from the fact that Alex does not actually die, 
something else lost in this claim is the reversed nature of the narrative. This 
is obviously a vital aspect for developing an understanding of the importance 
of the extreme content in the film.  
Another misreading of the nature of the film can be found in Peter 
%UDGVKDZ¶V '9' UHYLHZ +H FODLPV WKDW WKH ILOP LV µDQ HPSW\ VKDOORZ
VKRFNHUZKRVHYDFXLW\LVFDODPLWRXVO\H[SRVHGLQLWVILQDODFW¶ZLWKKLVUHYLHZ
going on to describe the late scenes in the film (thus early scenes in the 
narrative) of Vincent Cassel and Monica Bellucci naked in their bedroom as 
µD EDQDO FXWHV\ EHGURRP VFHQH VKRW ZLWK VRIWFRUH LQVLVWHQFH RQ QHYHU
VKRZLQJHLWKHUSDUW\
VJHQLWDOV¶DQGVXJJHVWVWKDWµWKHHQGVHTXHQFH«HYHQ
hints that this whole thing might simply have been D GUHDP RU IDQWDV\¶
(Bradshaw 2003). We can compare this to his original review of the film after 
WKH &DQQHV VFUHHQLQJ LQ ZKLFK KH GHVFULEHV µWKH V\PPHWULFDO KDSS\
EHJLQQLQJ DW WKH HQG¶ DV RFFXULQJ LQ µZKDW DSSHDUV WR EH D NLGGLH-filled 
sylvan meadoZ¶Bradshaw 2002a). Such assertions show a complete failure 
WR XQGHUVWDQG WKH QDWXUH RI WKH ILOP *LYHQ 1Rp¶V XVH RI WKH EDFNZDUGV
VWUXFWXUHWKLVLVWKHRQO\ORJLFDOHQGLQJIRUWKHILOP7KHµVRIWFRUHLQVLVWHQFH¶
is a deliberate position counterbalancing the graphic display of the opening of 
the film, a return to innocence entirely perverted by our foreknowledge of 
what is to come. This foreknowledge similarly makes the final shot of Monica 
%HOOXFFL¶V $OH[ O\LQJ LQ WKH LG\OOLF SDUN LQWR D ZRUU\LQJO\ ORDGHG LPage. The 
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menace which we have already experienced is brought to bear on the scene 
as the camera begins to spin wildly, echoing the sickening camera lunges of 
the opening sequence. As the camera spins faster and faster it flies off into 
the sky, and the visual elements of the film blur together, creating a vortex 
from the image into which the spectator is drawn. The film world is 
deconstructed, the spectrum of colours blurred into whiteness, and then a 
dizzying strobe effect begins which brings new elements to the fore; visual 
illusions which seem to move outwards from the film, at once part of it and 
separate.  
The effect is one of a hinterland being suggested, a breaching of the 
forbidden space between film and spectator ± the very same space into 
which the blood of the butchered horse ran at the opening of Carne. The 
vortex then suddenly disappears as the film cuts to black. The credits have 
run at the start of the film, so only darkness is left. The effect is disconcerting: 
the spectator is abandoned half within and half without the film, caught 
between the jarring visual effects and the black abyss of the empty screen. 
%UDGVKDZ¶V FULWLTXH UHGXFHV WKH SRWHQF\ RI WKLV FRQFOXVLRQ WKH ORJLFDO
conclusion of the trilogy which has taken the safe displacement of violence 
as one of its central themes. The final comment from Noé is that our world 
and the film world are dark mirrors of one another, uncomfortably proximate. 
This represents the most complete application of simulated proximity. Noé 
progresses the use of film, moves film forwards, in turning his narrative 
backwards and opening it outwards towards the spectator, while at the same 
time drawing the spectator into the haptic embrace of the film. This is 
achieved through the multisensory assault, which moves beyond the purely 
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ocular, traditional, viewing experience. We can return to Sobchack here and 
KHU DVVHUWLRQ WKDW µa film is given to us and taken up by us as perception 
turned literally inside out towards us as expression¶ (1992: 12). 1Rp¶V ILOPV
caress the crux of this relationship, exploring the plane at which film and 
spectator experience meet. 
 
 )LJXUH7KHILQDOH[SORVLRQLPSORVLRQRI1Rp¶VWULORJ\. 
 
Critical Mass 
The effect of these failed critical relationships is two-fold: first, the films 
arguably do not receive the acclaim which they deserve for experimenting 
with the limitations of the film/spectator relationship; second, this sort of 
criticism actually creates an image of the films which exists separately to the 
concerns of the films themselves. This latter effect is the more important and 
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damaging, and can be regarded as one of the leading factors in the 
disappearance of the trend.  
The external existence of these films, external that is to their nature 
and intent, places the films in an awkward and inappropriate space. This 
does not mean that the critical reception damages the audience figures 
seeing the film, and indeed it might have quite the opposite effect. Noé, 
certainly, now enjoys a position of µHQIDQW WHUULEOH¶ 0RWWUDP ). He has 
been typecast as a provocateur, but the essence of the provocation has been 
denatured. This denature is expressed in this superficially comedic quote 
from director Nicholas Winding Refn in response to his use of graphic 
violence in the film Drive (2011):  
We called up Gaspar Noé and asked him how he did the head 
smashing in µIrreversible¶+H¶V WKHNLQJRIKHDGVPDVKLQJ ² \RX¶YH
got to call the king (Lim 2011). 
This is indicative of the position Contemporary French Extreme Cinema often 
occupies: rather than being recognised for his inventive direction, cleverly 
referential style or ground-breaking introduction of a new physicality to 
French cinema, Gaspar Noé is µWKH NLQJ RI KHDG VPDVKLQJ¶ :KHWKHU 1Rp
himself would be proud of such an epithet is unimportant ± it is the argument 
of this dissertation that such descriptions demolish the impressive power of 
these films and commute them into a strange group which has little bearing 
on the real world beyond as a source for bloody inspiration and as a 
poaching ground to find directors that producers hope will bring some of this 
strangeness into their projects. One of the most important points to carry with 
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us from this cKDSWHU LV WKH LGHD RI µFUpDWHXU¶ DQG µFUpDWXUH¶ EHFRPLQJ
confused, as expressed by Murat (1992), and the idea of these films offering 
D µWHUULEOHH[HUFLVHGHPDQLSXODWLRQ¶DVH[SUHVVHGE\*DQV . Both of 
these notions play into the idea of these films being somehow dangerous, 
almost infectious: there is the implication that dealing with such extremes can 
change and pervert the spectator and the filmmaker. These films stand alone 
as dangerous entities, to be approached with caution. 
Aside from this status of the films as dangerous, the trouble in their 
reception might also be seen as arising from the comparisons that are 
constantly being made to recognisable genres. As we have seen in this 
chapter, these films can be associated with previous films and trends, but 
equally must be seen as apart. Often they can look like films that we know, 
but beneath the cosmetic they are offering an entirely different set of 
spectator interactions, subverting what we understand to create something 
new. The second cut of the razor blade which we will examine, then, is the 
collision of genre expectation and the subversive bent of Contemporary 
French Extreme Cinema. 
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Chapter 2 - Collision 
 
Subversion 
In the first chapter we touched upon the comparison of Carne with comics 
(BD) and surrealism, but did not explore this in detail. This was done 
purposefully in order to focus the argument on the perceived critical 
misperception, but it is important to acknowledge that these films do not exist 
in a thematic void and can, of course, be compared to previous works across 
a variety of genres and subgenres. Indeed, the crossing of genres is an 
important aspect in this discussion, as is the tendency of these films to 
subvert expectation through rewriting of familiar forms, editing of familiar 
filmic codes. The thematic and formal references which will be discussed in 
this chapter are those which can be seen as deliberately evocative of familiar 
themes and forms, used expressly to discomfit or surprise the spectator 
through subversion of these recognisable images or tropes. The wit and 
directorial flair displayed in Contemporary French Extreme Cinema is often 
overlooked as mere empty provocation, part of the so-called µJURZLQJYRJXH
IRU VKRFN WDFWLFV LQ )UHQFK FLQHPD¶ Quandt 2004: 127). Having already 
examined the friction arising from the failure to submit to the required viewing 
mode for these films as an example of the razor blade, this chapter will move 
on to discuss different ways in which Contemporary French Extreme Cinema 
is problematised by its subversive approach to familiar genre codes. Through 
readings of two films contrasted with critical study of the genres with which 
they are associated, we will argue for a dissonance between the usual, 
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expected spectator investment and the different relationship which is affected 
by these films. This dissonance can be seen as another manifestation of the 
razor blade which in this instance can be described as collision: the 
subversive approach to form and theme acting against the genre-specific 
assumptions and self-location of the spectator. 
7KHILUVWILOPZHZLOOH[DPLQHLQWKLVFKDSWHULV$OH[DQGUH$MD¶V Haute 
tension (2003). While it can easily be classed as a horror film, and more 
specifically a slasher, the focus on graphic bodily damage and a series of 
important deviations from what we can look at as the typical slasher formula 
make this a particularly interesting example of Contemporary French 
Extreme CLQHPD¶V DSSURSULDWLRQ RI JHQUH to create potentially disquieting 
near-representations. The second film this chapter will examine is Bruno 
'XPRQW¶V Twentynine Palms (2003). This film is particularly important 
EHFDXVH LW ZDV WKH VWDUWLQJ SRLQW RI 4XDQGW¶V DUWLFOH ZKLFK DV 4XDQGW
H[SODLQV µEHJDQ DV D EULHI UHYLHZ RI 'XPRQW¶V WKHQ ODWHVW ILOP¶ +RUHFN 	
Kendall 2011: 209), before exploding into a blanket critique of the entire trend 
into which he placed the film. We will consider Twentynine Palms as a 
subversion of the road movie genre, encompassing many of the tropes and 
visual markers but reworking the typical trajectory and concerns of the road 
movie into something new and disturbing, at odds with the traditional model.  
It is important to note that while we are examining these films against 
bodies of critical study, this is a subjective sample. We obviously cannot offer 
a comprehensive reading of the entire corpus of material on horror films or 
road movies, but only use suitable works which serve to support and 
elucidate the assertions made; there is always scope for further analysis of 
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Contemporary French Extreme Cinema in light of its filmic antecedents. It is 
also true that films of Contemporary French Extreme Cinema are often 
associable with several genres at once; however, in this chapter we will be 
aligning the films discussed with those genres which they most closely 
resemble, based on the appearance of telling thematic markers.  
 
Collision 
The idea of collision described in this chapter is related to but distinct from 
that of friction described in the previous chapter. Where friction describes the 
failure of the spectator to submit to the required viewing mode and the 
subsequent discomfort and rejection of the film that this can lead to, collision 
refers to the tension EHWZHHQWKHVSHFWDWRU¶VDVVXPSWLRQVEDVHGRQSrevious 
knowledge of a particular genre and the way in which Contemporary French 
Extreme Cinema subverts this expectation. 
Without wishing to present a facile depiction of French cinema as the 
innovative, formally interesting µJRRGJX\¶RI ILOPYHUVXV+ROO\ZRRG¶Vcrowd-
pleasing, lowest-common-denominator µEDGJX\¶ LW LVnevertheless useful to 
explain collision in terms of this relationship. Director Olivier Assayas, who 
chose µWKHYLROHQWWKULOOHU± the Hollywood genre par exFHOOHQFH¶as the formal 
starting point for his film Demonlover, KROGVWKDW µWKHVSHFLILFLW\RI$PHULFDQ
cinema lies with the capacity to establish this kind of physical relationship 
ZLWKWKHVSHFWDWRUEULQJLQJWKHERG\RIWKHYLHZHULQWRSOD\¶%HXJQHW2007: 
125). While this might sound like the sort of relationship which we have 
attributed to Contemporary French Extreme Cinema, Assayas then goes on 
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WRTXDOLI\ WKLVE\QRWLQJ WKDWKH LV µQRW LQWHUHVWHG LQ WKHZD\ WKDWJHQUH >«@
reproduces already conventionDO VLWXDWLRQV LQ HTXDOO\ FRQYHQWLRQDO ZD\V¶
(Beugnet 2007: 126). We might begin to consider, based upon this reading of 
familiar genre, that Contemporary French Extreme Cinema offers a rupture 
with what has become the usual, comfortable mode of genre spectatorship. 
:KHUH$VVD\DVILQGV ILOPVZLWK µWZLVWV WKDWDUHSUHGLFWDEOHDQGSUHGLFWHG WR
WKH SRLQW ZKHUH IRUPXOD LWVHOI LV XWWHUO\ ZRUQ RXW¶ %HXJQHW 2007: 126), the 
films that we are studying here re-establish a dangerous uncertainty. 
It is in this new space, one of the reclamation of the power of cinema to 
shock and challenge, that we can locate the collision of the razor blade. For 
those spectators habituated into this easy viewing of recognisable genre, 
Contemporary French Extreme Cinema provides an uncomfortably unfamiliar 
viewing experience, compounded by the simulated proximity and directly 
confrontational manner which we have already examined. This rupture in the 
film/spectator relationship is perhaps best exemplified by the twist ending of 
Haute tension.   
 
The Final Girl Killer: Haute tension 
Haute tension sees friends Alex (Maïwenn) and Marie (Cécile de France) 
WUDYHOOLQJ WR $OH[¶V IDPLO\ KRPH D VHFOXGHG IDUPKRXVH LQ RUGHU WR VWXG\
When a murderous trucker 3KLOLSSH 1DKRQ 1RH¶V EXWFKHU arrives and 
PDVVDFUHV$OH[¶VIDPLO\EHIRUHNLGQDSSLQJKHU0DULHVWRZVDZD\LQKLVWUXFN
in order to rescue her friend. After various encounters, Marie manages to 
best the trucker and kill him. A twist in the film then reveals that the trucker is 
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only a fLJPHQW RI 0DULH¶V LPDJLQDWion and that in actual fact it was Marie, 
deranged and obsessed with Alex, who massacred the family and kidnapped 
Alex. Alex manages to stab Marie and escape, and the ending of the film 
sees a mad Marie incarcerated but worryingly alive.  
It is important to note that the twist ending of Haute tension is often the 
target of criticism. In an otherwise positive review for Time Out, for example, 
UHYLHZHU 7- FRPSODLQHG WKDW µZLWK XWWHUO\ *DOOLF SHUYHUVLW\ $MD WKURZV LQ D
twist, staggering for both its preposterousness and offensiveness, which 
XQGHUPLQHV MXVW DERXW HYHU\WKLQJ WKDW¶V JRQH EHIRUH¶ QG). This claim of 
µW\SLFDO*DOOLFSHUYHUVLW\¶ OLQNVEDFNWRWKHRSHQLQJRI WKLVGLVVHUWDWLRQZKHUH
we considered the stereotypes of French cinema ± in some ways it seems 
that the filmmakers can do nothing right.  Renowned film critic Philip French, 
meanwhile, FODLPHGWKDWµDILQDOWZLVWWKDW
VPHDQWWRHQGWKHILOPLQDYLFWRU\
UROO«LQVWHDGUHVXOWVLQDIDWDOWDLOVSLQ¶:KHWKHURUQRWWKH twist is fair 
to the spectator is difficult to judge but, given the penchant already explored 
IRUGLUHFWRUVDVVRFLDWHGZLWK&RQWHPSRUDU\)UHQFK([WUHPH&LQHPDWRµ³faire 
méchant´¶0XUDW), it is not difficult to accept it as an interesting formal 
innovation. It would be unfair to claim that we are not in some sense 
prepared for the twist in Haute tension. An early scene where the killer has 
oral sex with a severed head seems to point to his concrete existence, but as 
we never see further reference to this scene, it can be retroactively 
XQGHUVWRRG DV D IDQWDV\ ZLWK WKH VHYHUHG KHDG¶V UHVHPEODQFH WR $OH[ DQ
indicator of the affections of the real killer, Marie. Likewise, we see Marie 
masturbating after catcKLQJVLJKWRI$OH[¶VQDNHGERG\, in a potently symbolic 
scene which ends with a shot of an empty swing ± dismissed by Roger Ebert 
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DV µthe standard thriller shot of the swing seat still swinging, but now 
suddenly empty¶ (2005) ± but which possibly represents a shift in the nature 
of reality within the film.  Even the choice of song at the opening, the jaunty 
,WDOLDQSRSVRQJµ6DUj3HUFKp7L$PR¶5icchi e Poveri 1981) is a calculated 
RQH JLYHQ WKH PHDQLQJ RI WKH O\ULFV µLW ZLOO EH EHFDXVH , ORYH \RX¶ 7KH
reprise of the song as the girls arrive at the farmhouse can be read either as 
a humorous comment on the ubiquity of the song on French radio, or else as 
a subtle portent of the eYHQWVWRFRPH7KHFDUQDJH0DULH¶VNLOOLQJVSUHHDQG
annihilation RI$OH[¶VIDPLO\ will take place because Marie loves Alex. Even, 
LI ZH DFFHSW WKH XVH RI WKH VRQJ LQ WKLV ZD\ WKH RSHQLQJ ZRUGV µFKH
FRQIXVLRQH¶ µVXFK FRQIXVLRQ¶ FDQ EH UHDG DV LQGLFDWLve of the complicated 
nature of reality in the film. 
$MD¶V ZRUN LV FRVPHWLFDOO\ YHU\ IDPLOLDU DQ XSGDWLQJ RI VODVKHU ILOP
tropes, with the addition of modern, realistic gore effects and a frenetic pace. 
However, in manipulating the place of one of these tropes, the Final Girl, Aja 
UHFRQILJXUHVWKHILOPLQWRDFRPPHQWDU\RQWKHVSHFWDWRU¶VLQYHVWPHQWLQWKLV
character and in screen violence. In order to achieve an understanding of 
$MD¶V PDQLSXODWLRQ ZH PXVW ILUVW H[DPLQH WKH H[SHFWHG SRVLWLRQLQJ RI WKH
Final Girl character, both within the film and in terms of relationship to the 
spectator. The Final Girl is, put simply, that one girl who manages to best the 
killer in a slasher film (though the term can also be applied to similar 
characters in different genres, such as science fiction). The concept was 
outlined in detail by Carol Clover (1996).  Clover locates the Final Girl as a 
character with a position within the film which reflects the informed superiority 
RIWKHVSHFWDWRUµVKHLVLQWHOOLJHQWZDWFKIXO level-headed; the first character 
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WRVHQVHVRPHWKLQJDPLVV«WKHRQO\RQHLQRWKHUZRUGVZKRVHSHUVSHFWLYH
approaches our own privileged understaQGLQJ RI WKH VLWXDWLRQ¶ 1996: 44). 
The usual position for the spectator is to accept the Final Girl as our proxy. 
7KH)LQDO*LUOLVWKHFKDUDFWHUZKRZHDVVSHFWDWRUDUHLQYHVWHGLQµVKHLV
E\ DQ\ PHDVXUH WKH VODVKHU ILOP¶V KHUR¶ &ORYHU   6KH LV D ILJXUH
which both men and women can identify with, as she represents at different 
times the varying pleasures of sadism and masochism, acting variously as 
screaming victim and furious avenger. Marie perfectly fulfils the function of 
the Final Girl. By definition the character must be a survivor, and our first 
introduction to Marie shows her in a hospital, her body covered in nasty 
wounds. Immediately we are invested in her ± we know that she will survive 
whatever she will face, and are interested in discovering how. As the film 
progresses she shows further aptitudes which enamour her to us WKHµXV¶LQ
this instance being the informed spectator, familiar with the codes of the 
horror genre).  
Marie notices when the killer enters the house (µthe first character to 
sense something amiss¶), and takes steps to ensure that he does not find her 
(µintelligent¶). She takes the time to make her room so it looks unoccupied, 
and pulls up her legs so that when the killer inevitably lifts the mattress on 
her bed she remains hidden (µlevel-headed¶). She manages to avoid the killer 
DV KH KXQWV GRZQ $OH[¶V IDPLO\ JDLQV DQ XQGHrstanding of him through 
spying on his actions from a hiding place (µwatchful¶), and sensibly arms 
herself when she gets the opportunity (µintelligent¶ again, and also satisfying 
our investment by acting logically in the way that horror film characters often 
do not). 
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Figure 5: Marie, in Final Girl mode, witnesses the horror. 
 
Given the twist, there are necessarily a number of other subversions 
WRWKHVODVKHUIRUPXODZKLFK$MDHIIHFWV&ORYHUQRWHVWKDWµPXFKLVPDGHRI
the I-FDPHUDWRUHSUHVHQWWKHNLOOHU¶VSRLQWRIYLHZ¶$MDGHOLEHUDWHO\
does not use this slasher trope ± the killer is almost immediately identifiable, 
beyond a couple of early scenes where his face is hidden, first by the camera 
focussing on his truck and body, then by the bright lights of his truck. Unlike, 
for example, Michael Myers, the almost spectral killer from Halloween (John 
Carpenter 1978), the killer here has a face, a voice and a place within the film, 
rather than acting as the apparent proxy of the sadistic viewer. He is not 
privileged with the usual position, primarily off-camera or behind-the-camera, 
which reflects our own as watchers. All this is, of course, an elaborate 
deception: the killer remains exactly as unseen as Michael Myers or any 
other barely-glimpsed slasher fiend because the body we do see is but a 
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construct of the true killHU¶VPDGQHVV$MDLVFRPSOHWHO\DZDUHRIWKHLGHDWKDW
µKRUURU ILOP VR VWXEERUQO\ JHQGHUV WKH NLOOHU PDOH DQG WKH SULQFLSDO YLFWLP
IHPDOH¶&ORYHUDQGhe plays with this assumption. 
 
 
Figure 6: Marie is revealed, via CCTV, to be the killer. 
 
Being a slasher film, even a modern and fast-paced one, Haute 
tension must follow certain narrative beats: the threat is introduced; the killer 
acts; and the Final Girl evolves to face him. This relationship between killer 
and Final Girl is usually marked by specific moments, such as a well-timed 
jump scare which brings killer and Final Girl into direct and actual 
confrontation for the first time. We can look at Michael Myers appearing, 
ghost-like, from the shadows to stab Laure Strode in Halloween, or Freddy 
Krueger appearing behind Nancy Thompson in the boiler room in her dream 
in A Nightmare on Elm Street (Wes &UDYHQ$V&ORYHUQRWHVµLWLVWKH
exceptional film that does not mark as significant the moment that the killer 
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leaps out of the dark recesses of a corridor or cavern at the trespassing 
victim, XVXDOO\ WKH )LQDO *LUO¶ 1996: 48). Of course, in Haute tension this 
moment is subverted, with the leaping killer appearing at a distance to the 
characters concerned, the police, on a monitor screen, and thus at a double 
distance from us watching, in a reinterpretation of a scene we have already 
experienced, albeit experienced as an unreal construction. The subsequent 
cut back to Marie, now understood as mad, villainous and disturbing to us as 
spectator, is effective exactly for the reason that it is not orchestrated as a 
jump: the very fact of Marie is now that which is troubling.  
However, even though she has become a figure who inspires terror, 
we still retain an attachment WR0DULHµ,IGXULQJWKHILOP¶VFRXUVHZHVKLIWHG
our sympathies back and forth, and dealt them out to other characters along 
WKHZD\ZHEHORQJLQWKHHQGWRWKH)LQDO*LUOWKHUHLVQRDOWHUQDWLYH¶&ORYHU
1996: 45-46). The painful truth of Haute tension is that, in the end, we do still 
belong to our Final Girl (Marie), even though Alex has nominally taken her 
place. The threat posed by Marie has not been vanquished; her troubling 
presence and capacity to worry us have not been removed. While it is not 
strange for slasher villains to survive, ready for a sequel, there is usually a 
moment of victory for the heroic characters, or the villain disappears into 
nothingness. Even if they are sure to return, their physical essence is at least 
momentarily dissipated (as with Michael Myers vanishing at the climax of 
Halloween, or any number of endings in the Friday the 13th film series where 
Jason Vorhees appears to have finally been vanquished). Not so Marie, who 
continues to exist as a physical fact, an unhealed wound. This continuation of 
a character that should be dead, or at least defeated, is a complication of the 
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traditional slasher model, and this strange space is further perverted by the 
relationship already described between spectator and killer, who remains our 
Final Girl. In conflating these characters of killer and Final Girl, Aja opens up 
the field of responsibility for the spectator, and demands a level of self-
awareness in our complicity. The violence of the film is orchestrated like 
Grand Guignol, pushing further and further in its extremity, and as spectators 
we are invited to enjoy the excessive amount of gore on display. The 
violence against the victims in a slasher films is usually deemed as 
acceptable because it will eventually be matched with violence against the 
killer; the treatment of Michael Myers by Laurie Strode provokes the 
VSHFWDWRU WR µFKHHURQ¶ WKH)LQDO*LUO &ORYHU WKHVDPH IRUEUDYH
Alice decapitating Mrs Voorhees in Friday the 13th (Sean S. Cunningham 
1980). This is cathartic violence, and theoretically negates any thrill gleaned 
from the previous acts of butchery. In other words, the violence perpetrated 
by the Final Girl is safe, acceptable violence ± albeit with a worryingly 
bloodthirsty aspect ± which delivers us as spectator from any forbidden 
SOHDVXUHV ZH PLJKW KDYH HQMR\HG 0DULH¶V DWWDFN RQ WKH NLOOHU LV KXJHO\
satisfying, their mismatched physiques making for a particularly enjoyable 
moment of vanquishing. At this point, however, the game changes: Marie is 
the killer, and thus we as spectator are robbed of our catharsis, and forced to 
face up to our own pleasure derived from the violence we have watched.  
This leads to a particularly well-constructed end scene. Clover notes 
WKDWµLWLVWKURXJKWKHNLOOHU¶VH\HV,-camera) that we saw the Final Girl at the 
EHJLQQLQJRIWKHILOPDQGWKURXJKWKH)LQDO*LUO¶VH\HVWKDWZHVHHWKHNLOOHU
often for the first time with any clarity, towards WKHHQG¶(YLGHQWO\
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this is not the case with Haute tension, but the idea of sight and seeing, who 
sees whom and when, is intriguingly opened out by Aja into a potentially very 
disturbing and un-healing conclusion. With Marie disarmed and imprisoned, 
we return to the opening scenes, where we heard the wounded Marie saying 
µMHODLVVHUDLSOXVMDPDLVSHUVRQQHVHPHWWUHHQWUHQRXV¶ 
 
 )LJXUH0DULH¶VNLOOHUJD]HUHPDLQVSRWHQWO\XQEURNHQDQGLQYDVLYH 
 
Obviously we now understand that she is not the damaged survivor 
we assumed her to be but rather the worryingly intact antagonist. Divided by 
a two-way mirror, we see Marie and Alex in the same shot, as Alex asks 
µYRXVrWHVVUTX¶HOOHPHYRLWSDV"¶$QRII-screen presence affirms this, only 
for Marie to pause, turn to the camera (facing both Alex and us), and throw 
up her hands in a gesture both pleading and threatening. This provides the 
µMXPS¶VFDUHZKLFKtraditionally ends a slasher film. Not only can this be seen 
as a satisfyingly creepy conclusion, but this final shot is also a common 
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formulation found in Contemporary French Extreme cinema, where the final 
shot or final shot of the central protagonist is often a direct appeal to the 
spectator.9 Here the gaze of the Final Girl killer meets our own, but she is 
only seeing a reflection of herself in the two-way mirror. The gaze is 
accusatory in part, but also suggests a worrying complicity: we have not been 
able to enjoy the valedictory funeral pyre or machete-hacking which 
traditionally remove the killer from the film, and the killer is left reaching out to 
us. In a world where the rules are usually clearly demarcated, the existence 
of Marie reminds us of the complicated nature of real violence. The Final Girl 
is popular because of her almost supernatural ability to overcome the killer ± 
Aja painfully reminds us of the artificiality of such a character. 
Haute tension is indeed an µexceptional film¶ WKRXJKQRWTXLWH LQ WKH
way that Clover meant (1996: 48). It is one that provides the visceral thrill of 
the traditional slasher film while at the same time confronting the spectator 
with their own culpability. It is unfairly overlooked in most critical studies of 
the Contemporary French Extreme Cinema trend, and was only mentioned in 
passing by Quandt. That it manages to be µD VPDUW VDGLVWLF JUDSKLF DQG
SHUYHUWHG IOLFN WKDW OLYHVXS WR WKH WHUP ³KRUURU´¶ (Fallon 2004), while at the 
same time challenging convention should make Haute tension the ideal 
model for a more easily exportable version of Contemporary French Extreme 
Cinema. Indeed, Aja has enjoyed the most successful career outside of 
France of any of the directors affiliated with the trend. However, the 
depressing fact is that his Hollywood work, while often very well crafted and 
                                                          
9
 Other examples include Dans ma peau, ¬O¶LQWpULHXU and Martyrs. 
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enjoyable, shows a vastly diminished engagement with the intellectual 
concerns of Haute tension.  
Other slashers have, before and since, played with the idea of the 
expected Final Girl also being the killer, or at least less innocent than we 
would expect, such as Night School (Ken Hughes 1981) and All The Boys 
Love Mandy Lane (Jonathan Levine 2006), but no filmmaker has been as 
brazen as Aja in permitting the false Final Girl to fully complete her required 
role before altering our perception of her true nature. As Manohla Dargis 
QRWHV µ0U $MD KDV FOHDUO\ PDGH D GLVVHUWDWLRQ-level study of classic 
American horror, specifically 1970's-HUD VODVKHU IOLFNV¶  $MD
understands what it means to be a spectator of a slasher film and, crucially, 
what it takes to undermine the sense of security which investment in the Final 
Girl bestows upon us. 
 
The Anti-Road Movie: Twentynine Palms 
While perhaps not an immediately obvious choice for comparison with Haute 
tension, Twentynine PalmsUHOHDVHGLQWKHVDPH\HDUDV$MD¶VILOPRIIHUV a 
subversion of genre FRPSDUDEOH WR $MD¶V HIIRUW :KHUH $MD VXEYHUWHG RXU
expectations surrounding a particular character in the film, Dumont presents 
a twisted reading of the road movie genre itself, entirely reversing or 
deliberately misappropriating thematic markers in order to toy with spectator 
expectation. The effect is equally as confrontational and intelligent DV$MD¶V
take on the slasher film, similarly appealing to WKH EUDQG RI µVZLtched-RQ¶
spectatorship that the new viewing mode requires. Twentynine Palms, as 
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previously mentioned, holds particular importance in the field of 
Contemporary French Extreme Cinema. Released in 2003, it is the third film 
IURPGLUHFWRU%UXQR'XPRQW7KHILOPPDUNHGDFKDQJHLQ'XPRQW¶VVW\OHRU
perhaps more accurately represented a purer distillation of it, reducing plot to 
a minimum to focus on aesthetic concerns.  
We follow a couple, David and Katia, played by David Wissak and 
Katerina Golubeva, in what are possibly caricatures of themselves, as they 
travel around the Twentynine Palms area scouting locations.10  In between 
trips out on the road they stay at a motel where they have brutal sex and 
often argue. A sense of mounting unease eventually explodes into a violent 
attack on David by a gang of hillbillies who beat and rape him. He in turn 
succumbs to madness and kills Katia, before finally killing himself. 
While Dumont classified his ILOP DV DQ µH[SHULPHQWDO KRUURU ILOP¶
(Matheo 2005: 16), the formal considerations are based on familiar tropes of 
the road movie. This was highlighted by many critics, with the Variety review 
UHIHUULQJ WR LW DV µD QDUFROHSV\-LQGXFLQJ URDG PRYLH¶ 1HVVHOVRQ  ,Q
order to argue for the subversion described at the start of this chapter, we 
must first develop a general understanding of the axioms of the road movie. 
The primary consideration is, as the name suggests, travel. More specifically, 
travel in the United States of America. Though there are examples that can 
be found across disparate cultures, the road movie genre is essentially 
entangled with the idea of travel and expansion which is so important to the 
philosophy of the USA. Ideas of immigration, westward expansion, and 
                                                          
10
 ,QKLV LQWHUYLHZZLWK0DWKHR'XPRQWDVVHUWV µ,ZDQWHG.DWLDWREHDK\VWHULFDOFKDUDFWHU
ZKLFK.DWLD*ROXEHYDLVIUDQNO\¶0DWKHR: 18). 
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Manifest Destiny are key touchstones of the genre. Laderman highlights the 
importance of America to the road movie, and vice versa, LQQRWLQJWKDW µZH
might speculate that the American road movie is the perfect vehicle for post-
V SRVWPRGHUQ JOREDOH[SRUWDWLRQ RI $PHULFDQ FXOWXUH¶   ,Q
travelling their cinematic roads we might learn something of their culture. 
Culture, and the acceptance or rejection of it, is another aspect which 
Laderman holds as key to understanding the genre. He suggests that the 
road movie represents a process of cultural critique through traversing of 
cultXUHVDSURFHVVRIµGHIDPLOLDUL]DWLRQ¶ZKLFKORRNVWRUHYHlation in 
WKHQHZWKHGLVFRYHUHGµEH\RQGWKHERUGHUVRIFXOWXUDOIDPLOLDULW\¶ 
'DQLHO /RSH]¶V GHVFULSWLRQ RI WKH URDG PRYLH DVFULEHV WR WKH
protagonist a close rapport with the road, a destiny which necessarily 
involves travel. For Lopez these SHRSOH µVHHN WKH IUHHGRPRI WKH URDGDVD
refuge from a harrowing past, or to search for its exhilarating, liberating 
VWUHQJWK¶ Laderman 2002: 17). The road offers a chance to forget the past 
and find the future, presenting a limbo state. This state can be understood 
through the elements of lawlessness and manifestations of the hobo 
character which recur throughout the road movie genre. Criminals are 
situated, between their often harrowing past and some future idyll, in their 
existence in the thrilling now, while for the hobo the road is their life, so past 
and future are unimportant. The idea that the road comes with its own set of 
rules and even, on occasion, its own logic, underpins many cinematic 
voyages. Characters encountered on the road are part of this limbo state: 
WKH\ DUH RIWHQ NRRN\ FXULRXV RU ZRUU\LQJ UHSUHVHQWLQJ WKH µRWKHU¶ WKDW LV
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located on the road, in contrast to those worlds which are being left behind or 
approached.  
The road movie is often located as a predominantly masculine space 
ZKLFKµWUDGLWLRQDOO\IRFXVVHVDOPRVWH[FOXVLYHO\RQPHQDQGWKHDEVHQFHRI
ZRPHQ¶&RKDQDQG5DH+DUN-µDVSDFHWKDWLVDWRQFHUHVLVWDQWWR
while ultimately contained by the responsibilities of domesticity: home life, 
PDUULDJHHPSOR\PHQW¶ Cohan and Rae Hark 1997: 3). This is not the only 
possible reading, however. Cohan and Rae Hark also point to the importance 
RI WKHFRXSOH WR WKH URDGPRYLHGHVFULELQJ LW DVD µGRPLQDQW FRQILJXUDWLRQ¶
(1997: 8). Such an assertion can certainly be supported with examples of 
couples such as the titular Bonnie and Clyde (Arthur Penn 1967), or Thelma 
& Louise (Ridley Scott 1991). We might, then, see the road movie as a point 
of confrontation between unrestricted masculinity and domesticity, with the 
overriding sense being of a longing for freedom either from or in either one of 
WKHVH FDSDFLWLHV 6DUJHDQW DQG :DWVRQ DVVHUW WKDW µURDG PRYLHV RIIHU
DXGLHQFHVDJOLPSVHDW DQHFVWDWLF IUHHGRP¶ &DU\Q-DPHVDOVR
points to the road as offering a chance at liberation, at release, whereon 
characters travel µthrough danger and disillusionment to healthy self-
NQRZOHGJH DQG EDFN WR WKH VDIHW\ RI KRPH¶  7KLV LGHD RI WKH URDG
RIIHULQJOLEHUDWLRQLVH[SUHVVHGFOHDUO\WKURXJKWKHJHQUH¶VSUHRFFXSDWLRQZLWK
travelling shots and compositions which situate the road as the path to a 
symbolic vanishing point on the horizon. Travel, rather than scenery, is the 
key. As Jean Baudrillard asserts in his philosophical travelogue Amérique, 
which frequently describes the importance of movement, µULHQ Q¶HVW SOXV
pWUDQJHUDX WUDYHOOLQJSXUTXH OH WRXULVPHRX OH ORLVLU¶ (1986 : 14). The very 
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movement of the voyage, the state of being in motion, is that which effects 
change. 
Thus we can see the road movie as a space wherein these concerns 
DUH H[DPLQHG 7KHUH LV DQ HVVHQWLDO KRSH LQKHUHQW LQ WKH JHQUH¶V ORRNLQJ
towards travel as a means of self-liberation, either from everyday problems or 
a more nebulous social malaise. The placement of the protagonists as 
frequently outside of the law (such as the aforementioned characters Bonnie 
and Clyde or Thelma and Louise), or as beings for whom the law is not a 
direct controlling force (in the ever-popular hobo figure) permits the spectator 
to partake in this liberation without necessarily condoning it. Even the darker 
road movies, as described by Caryn James, hold the road as a space for 
discovery, for movement as a celebration of personal freedom, no matter 
KRZEDGO\ WKH MRXUQH\HQGVDQG LQGHHG µRIWHQKDYH forced happy endings, 
ZKLFKVXJJHVWDQRVWDOJLF ORQJLQJ IRU WKHURDGWR2]¶7KLV LVFOHDUO\
not the same road which Dumont has us travel in Twentynine Palms. 
The idea of the road as a parable for the American Dream provides a 
thematic shorthand which permits Dumont to actively critique America 
without recourse to literality. The titular location of the film, Twentynine Palms, 
is the site of one the largest air force bases in the USA. This fact is only 
referred to obliquely in the presence of soldiers, notably at the diner where 
one looks like a chameleon in his camouflage gear. The film was released in 
September 2003, and it cannot be ignored that earlier in that year the USA 
DQG D µFRDOLWLRQ RI WKH ZLOOLQJ¶ (Schifferes 2003) had gone to war with Iraq, 
something to which the French were opposed, with President Jacques Chirac 
warning WKDW µV¶DIIUDQFKLU GH OD OpJLWLPLWp GHV 1DWLRQV 8QLHV SULYLOpJLHU OD
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force sur le droit, ce serait prendre une lourde responsabilité¶ (2003). The 
friction between the two countries is expressed without any direct mention. 
Rather than any obvious attack on America, Dumont instead highlights the 
rotten heart of the road, and thus of America, in mapping the psychological 
effect of travel on his protagonists. Dumont expressed his dissatisfaction with 
Hollywood cinema, another exported cultural object through which America 
can be critiqued, and claimed Twentynine Palms WR EH µD QHJDWLRQ RI
American cinema, almost a terrorLVW DWWDFN¶ 0DWKHR   7Kis 
statement is both reminiscent of the critical response to Gaspar Noé 
discussed in Chapter 1 and a deliberately provocative reference to the 
underlying cultural confrontation between France and America.  
While Laderman points to µGHIDPLOLDUL]ation¶ : 2), looking for 
revelation in the new, through the road movie, Dumont conversely offers a 
situation wherein the familiar is rendered dangerous and unknowable. The 
journey is a succession of false starts and the travel is entirely cyclical in 
nature. The protagonists go nowhere, learn nothing, and eventually reach 
WKHLUEUXWDOGHPLVHV&DU\Q-DPHVQRWHV WKDW µWRGD\¶VEHVW URDGPRYLHVDUH
bizarre, comic, one-ZD\MRXUQH\VWRWKHGDUNVLGHRIVHOIDQGVRFLHW\¶
In some ways such a description suits Twentynine Palms: it is certainly a 
one-way journey to a very bleak, dark conclusion. Where the film differs, 
however, is in its lack of comedy and the bizarre. If anything, Twentynine 
Palms shocks with its blandness. As Dumont himself noted, µ,¶P DOZD\V
lookLQJIRUWKLQJVWRILOPWKDWDUHGUDERUGLQDU\¶0DWKHR7KHZRUOG
of the film is certainly drab: a succession of bleak desert vistas and identical 
motels and cafés. Once again we might look to Baudrillard and his reading of 
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the specificity of the desert as being that µtoute profondeur y est résolue ± 
neutralité brillante, mouvante et superficielle¶ (1986: 119). There is nothing to 
be discovered in the journey, no change to be experienced. The desert 
functions as a reflective plane, serving merely to echo and distort that which 
enters into it. 7KHUHLVDQDUJXPHQWWREHPDGHIRU'XPRQW¶VWUHDWPHQWRIWKH
GHVHUWDVDQHFKRRI WKHKDSWLFLW\ LQ1Rp¶VZRUNDQG LQGHHGRI WKHFHQWUDO
concept of the razor blade. In both instances, the outwardly innocuous plane, 
either desert surface or cinema screen, somehow exerts a force over the 
spectator, engaging with them both on a visual level and on a deeper, more 
physical level as well. 
)DUIURP/RSH]¶VLGHDRIORRNLQJIRUOLEHUDWLRQLQWUDYHOLn the case of 
Twentynine Palms Katia and David lack such an intimate relationship with the 
URDG WKH\DUHRQO\RQ WKH URDGEHFDXVH WKH\QHHG WREH IRU'DYLG¶VZRUN
and furthermore Katia is not even a good driver, as witnessed by her 
damaging the car when David lets her take over the driving. Dumont gives lie 
WR WKH LGHDRI WKH URDGPRYLHEHLQJFHQWUHGDURXQGDVSLULWRI µWUDYHOOLQJ IRU
WUDYHOOLQJ¶V VDNH¶ /DGHUPDQ 7KH URDGKHUH KROGVQR DOOXUH LW LV
nothing but a means to an end, and an uncomfortable one at that. As 
Baudrillard claimed of the desertµSDVGHcharme, pas de seduction dans tout 
cela¶   Indeed, the road is not even specially favoured in the 
cinematography: it is part of an alien landscape, but not an essential aspect 
in itself. Backdrop is abstract, a surrounding to which David and Katia are 
REOLYLRXVµ7KH\IXFNDQGILJKWfight and fuck¶4XDQGW: 131µVTXDEEOH
ZLWK HDFK RWKHU LQ EHWZHHQ ERXWV RI WKDQNOHVV VH[¶ 0DWKHR   LQ
spite of their surroundings. Their foray outside of their comfort zone, an 
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almost mythical, safe LA which they intend to return to after making this 
reconnoitre, and which David angrily says he wishes he had never brought 
Katia from, leads to their annihilation. Dumont transfers the chaUDFWHUV¶ 
symbolic ignorance of their surroundings across into the presentation of other 
characters in the film. He reduces everyone apart from David and Katia into 
half-SHRSOH 8QWLO WKH FDPHUD IRFXVVHV RQ WKH UDSLVW¶V WZLVWHG IDFH DV KH
climaxes, nobody else is treated to such a close-up. People are either distant 
figures, or in cars, or else bisected by the shot. The theoretically limitless 
scope of discovery is reduced: David and Katia live in their own world, and 
the irruption of others into it is a harbinger of their doom. 
  
 
Figure 8: David and Katia and one of the half-people that populate the road 
they travel. 
 
7KLV GHFRQVWUXFWLRQ RI FKDUDFWHUV UHIOHFWV $MD¶V manipulation of killer 
and Final Girl. Marie is also effectively a half-person, completed only through 
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her destruction of the killer and unification of the halves of her real self. In 
both instances the directors manipulate the spectator through what they 
permit to be shown. They might not be as terrible exercises in manipulation 
as those performed by Noé, lacking the additional multisensory violence of 
his films (the painful sound, the disorienting camerawork), but they still show 
the capacity for complex deconstruction of the film/spectator relationship that 
is to be found in Contemporary French Extreme Cinema. 
While some find the road of the road movie to be a masculine space, 
the presence of Katia indicates that this is not the case in Twentynine Palms. 
It is possible, however, to read the clan of rapists as indicative of the result of 
this masculine preoccupation, a carful of destructive, enraged half-people 
who roam the roads, attacking those who trespass on their territory. In terms 
of the couple, David is a highly unlikeable character, victimising Katia even 
as he is destroyed by the madness in his own country. Katia can be read as 
representative of the old world in the East: her embodiment in a Russian 
actress speaking French is fitting given the historical animosity between the 
USA and Russia and the then very current anger directed against France by 
the USA. 11  This was the year in which the cafés run by the House of 
5HSUHVHQWDWLYHVLQ$PHULFDZHUHV\PEROLFDOO\FKDQJLQJWKHQDPHRIµ)UHQFK
IULHV¶ WR µIUHHGRP IULHV¶ in a petulant display of discontent at the position 
France took on the war with Iraq, discussed earlier.12 When they exit the car 
at the Joshua Tree plain, Katia symbolically touches a cactus, engaging 
sensuously with her surroundings. David, conversely, seems unconcerned 
                                                          
11
 It should be noted, however, that Dumont himself does not see this casting as significant, 
VWDWLQJ LQDQ LQWHUYLHZZLWK/L]D%HDU µthat she was Russian was incidental to the story -- I 
had absolutely no geopolitical intentions¶. 
12
 http://edition.cnn.com/2003/ALLPOLITICS/03/11/sprj.irq.fries/ 
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with the space he inhabits: he is a man whose job is to look, and yet crucially 
he never truly sees. He does not notice the portents of danger around him as 
Katia seems to, and is brutally punished for this. That he then punishes Katia, 
angrily murdering her, can be read as both a commentary on the negative 
HIIHFW RI $PHULFD¶V UHFRXUVH WR YLROHQFH DQG D FULWLFLVP RI RYHUSRZHULQJ
masculinity. I have previously described both the moment where David forces 
Katia to perform oral sex on him underwater and the moment when he treats 
KHUIDFHDVDSDVVLYHRULILFHDVSRLQWVDWZKLFKµ'DYLG¶VPDVFXOLQLW\LVTXLWH
OLWHUDOO\ VLOHQFLQJ.DW\D¶V IHPLQLQHYRLFH¶ 3DUVRQV'XPRQW¶V URDG LV
one of simplistic, almost caveman brutality, which perverts and destroys 
rather than healing. 
,Q 'XPRQW¶V ZRUN, the potential ecstasy of freedom offered by the 
open road is transmuted into paroxysms of ecstatic terror, such as when 
Katia breaks down in fear as she faces the road at night, or madness, as 
ZLWQHVVHG LQ 'DYLG¶V YLROHQW GHVWUXFWLYH DQG VHOI-destructive actions in the 
finale. .DWLD¶V EUeakdown comes at a point where she has run away from 
David following an argument. It is night time, and she approaches the edge of 
the road with trepidation. Through a series of shots, Dumont visually 
expresses her disaffection, her dislocation from and fear of the world of the 
film. At one point she runs in fear and hides from an approaching car, an 
action completely at odds with the almost mechanophile preoccupation with 
vehicles one expects in a road movie. Later, she sits down on the sand in 
front of the road. Behind her is the desert, at her right an illuminated building, 
and on her left the darkness of the night.  
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It is as though she is faced with three impossible options: a return to 
the lifeless desert, an acceptance of the perverted American Dream, or a 
leap into unfathomable darkness. Eventually, of course, this decision will be 
taken out of her hands. This framing is typical of the way Dumont depicts his 
America. Rather than the open vistas and road of the traditional road movie, 
Dumont offers closed spaces, suffocating and inescapable.  
 
 
Figure 9: Katia alone in the desert, trapped between America and darkness. 
 
Even the road is often curtailed, such as on the Joshua Tree plain 
where the road ends at the foothills and the desert continues beyond. 
Baudrillard asks, of the journey through the desert, µMXVTX¶R SHXW-on aller 
GDQV O¶H[WHUPLQDWLRQ GX VHQV MXVTX¶R SHXW-on avancer dans la forme 
désertique irréférentielle sans craquer >«@"¶ (1986: 15). For Dumont, the 
answer is simple: not far.  
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At the climax of the film, following the rape, we return to the motel. 
David locks himself in the bathroom and Katia is unable to make him leave. 
Finally he does open the door, and is revealed to have shorn off his hair. 
With the bruises from his attack he appears quite inhuman. Screaming, 
insane, he stabs Katia to death. David has symbolically reshaped himself, but 
his transformation is not into an improved figure. Rather, he has taken a 
retrograde step towards the half-men that surround them. We do not see him 
in close-up after the door opens, but rather at a distance, or half-shot, and 
finally as a small point on a huge frame; dead. David, previously so favoured 
E\WKHFDPHUD¶VJD]HKDVEHHQVXEVXPHGLQWRWKHZLOGHUQHVV 
 
 
Figure 10: Figures in a landscape; David, in death, becomes part of the 
terrain. 
 
Far from being a satisfying experience of liberation engendered 
through travel, Dumont instead takes the tropes of the road movie and 
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UHVWUXFWXUHVWKHPLQWRKLV µH[SHULPHQWDOKRUURUILOP¶FUHDWLQJDVSDFHZKHre 
travel is cyclical, the travellers caught in an ever-decreasing spiral of 
disaffection which eventually destroys them. The collision between the 
hopeful exploration of the typical road movie and the uncomfortable and 
EUXWDO LQWURVSHFWLRQ RI 'XPRQW¶V ILOm is a palpable slice of the razor blade, 
RQFHDJDLQKLJKOLJKWLQJ WKHVH ILOPV¶SRVLWLRQDVRWKHUDQGGLIIHUHQW DVQRQ-
conformist and difficult to assimilate or approach in anything we might 
FRQVLGHUDVDµWUDGLWLRQDO¶PDQQHU 
 
The Shock of the New 
The thematic and formal genre-specific references and subversion at work 
within the films discussed in this chapter are not limited to these directors, 
and can be found in all of the films associated with Contemporary French 
Extreme Cinema. Dumont and Aja are criticised in just the same way as 
precursors like Noé. Far from the hollow shock exercises suggested by 
Quandt, as we have seen in this chapter the provocations of these films are 
based upon an assumed comprehension of what it means to be a spectator 
of the chosen genre, and a knowledge of what must be done to shock such a 
sensibility. We have seen how the directors produce cosmetically familiar 
films which undercut the apparent normalcy with a violent restructuring of 
both onscreen representations and spectator relationships. 
This distancing from normality which these films engage in, however, 
can lead them into more difficult territory than mere unfair criticism. Their 
desire to blur and cross boundaries, to break with traditional modes of 
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representation and, perhaps especially, to engage in simulated proximity to 
bridge the divide between film and spectator can carry these films beyond 
being debated over taste issues and into the realms of legality. The final 
action of the razor blade which we will examine in this dissertation is the most 
physical of all manifestations of the concept: the genuine cut of censorship 
acting upon the films. 
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Chapter 3 ± Slicing 
 
Censorship 
The focus of this dissertation is on the problematic reception of 
Contemporary French Extreme Cinema and the ways in which these 
problems have led to the disappearance or diminishment of the trend. We 
have seen in the preceding chapters how this problem might be manifested 
in critical mis-reception and in the ways in which the films subvert spectator 
expectation. We have located the reason for the potentially uncomfortable 
and confrontational viewing experience offered by these films in their 
preoccupation with narrowing the divide between film and spectator by 
GLUHFWO\ DSSHDOLQJ WR WKH VSHFWDWRU¶V VHQVHV WKURXJK UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ RI
physicality, described as simulated proximityDQG LQ WKHVSHFWDWRU¶V LQDELOLW\
to adopt to the mode of viewing required to appreciate this embodied type of 
cinematic experience. The danger of this confrontational mode of filmmaking 
is that the transgression of boundaries, the pushing at the borders of 
acceptability, creates a problem outside of the intimate film/spectator 
dialogue. In opening up the filmic territory to encompass more extreme 
content, the films and filmmakers are liable to cross into complex fields of 
real-world legality. In this chapter we will examine the possible outcome of 
such transgression, a third distinct action of the titular razor blade on the films 
and on the spectators: censorship.  
This chapter will examine some of the instances of censorship 
conflicting with Contemporary French Extreme Cinema. This is a wide-
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ranging topic and so our engagement with it here does not seek to be an 
exhaustive study. Many of the films associated with the trend have been 
banned or censored at one time, either heavily or partially, and indeed at the 
time of writing this dissertation many of them continue to be.13 In this chapter 
the discussion will be limited to two films, Baise-moi and ¬PDV°XU, and 
even within this sample we will only be focussing on some of the many 
censorship issues surrounding them. I chose these two films as there are 
strong parallels that can be drawn between them, despite their vast formal 
differences, and also because both have particularly interesting censorship 
histories, and indeed current situations. Both films deal with female 
experiences of patriarchal society, but both take very different routes to 
SUHVHQW WKHLU DUJXPHQW7KH OLQN LV LQ WKHGLUHFWRUV¶ VXEYHUVLYHDSSURDFK WR
the subject matter. In discussing the two films, Colin Nettelbeck notes: 
If Catherine Breillat and Virginie Despentes have caused such an 
upset, it is because they confront conventional male-structured 
representations of heterosexual sex, including previously honoured 
boundaries between eroticism and pornography, and break even the 
most durable taboos, such as those that forbid the portrayal of real sex 
on screen (2003). 
The positions taken by Breillat and Despentes are not ones which can be 
HDVLO\FDWHJRULVHG%HXJQHWQRWHV WKDW LQ%UHLOODW¶VRHXYUHDQG LQ Baise-moi 
µIHPDOHFKDUDFWHUVGHI\ WKHXVXDOSDWWHUQRI³SURJUHVVLYH´JHQGHUSRUWUD\DOV
and have generated hLJKO\SRODULVHGGHEDWHV¶7KHVHVKDUHGWUDLWV
of taboo-breaking and confrontation align Breillat and Despentes both with 
                                                          
13
 For example the Australian ban on Baise-moi, which was still in effect as of 17/04/2013. 
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Contemporary French Extreme Cinema and with each other, and their 
closeness is compounded by their choice of topic. There are other links 
outside of their films as well, most notably in the support that Breillat gave to 
Despentes during the scandal caused by the censorship of Baise-moi, which 
we will examine later in this chapter. Something for which both directors 
show a concern is the drawing of a distinction between the power of words 
and the power of actions. This interest in the division between language and 
action can perhaps be linked to the fact that both Breillat and Despentes are 
authors, with Baise-moi being an adaptaWLRQ RI 'HVSHQWHV¶V  QRYHO RI
WKHVDPHQDPH$VZHZLOOVHHLQWKHGLVFXVVLRQLQWKLVFKDSWHU'HVSHQWHV¶V
philosophy in Baise-moi seems to rest on the idea that, in order to break with 
SDWULDUFKDORSSUHVVLRQZRPHQPXVWµDFW-RXW¶LQVXFKDZD\WKDWWKey become 
exempt from classification. Only in breaking all the rules can they truly be 
freed. In ¬PDV°XU, Breillat offers a caustic examination of the limits and 
structures of sexual dialogues, pointing to the physicality which underlies 
them. 
Before we engage with a discussion of these two films, it is important 
to outline my opinion of the censorship of Contemporary French Extreme 
Cinema in terms of the film/spectator relationship described throughout this 
dissertation. I have tried to argue throughout that the engagement of these 
films with extreme content is a meaningful and sensible one, rather than 
simply gratuitous. As such, though it might be a contentious claim to make, 
we could argue that the extreme content in Contemporary French Extreme 
Cinema is more useful and worthy than that in many other examples of 
extreme cinema. Where films such as A Serbian Film (SUÿDQ 6SDVRMHYLü 
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2010), to choose a widely-publicised example, use gratuitous gore or sex as 
an aggressive force, a tool to shock the audience into submission, we could 
argue that censorship is not particularly damaging. A Serbian Film can 
arguably stand to lose two minutes without any real detriment to its thematic 
concerns. Contemporary French Extreme Cinema, however, has a more 
subtle engagement with extreme content, using it not as a blunt object with 
which to assault the spectator but rather as a point of weakness between film 
and spectator, a breach through which the film can touch and be touched; a 
suggestion of increased closeness, a simulated proximity. We will see the 
importance of the body to the narratives of both of the films studied in this 
chapter, and it is something which we have seen throughout this dissertation. 
What I do not wish to suggest is that all censorship has a deleterious effect 
on the spectator, that censorship in itself is wrong. Where censorship does 
create problems is in those instances in which it has not been carefully 
applied, where it does not respect the rhythms of the film in terms of the 
relationship constructed between film and spectator. It is important to adopt 
as nuanced an approach to censorship as I have argued that we should take 
to the films themselves. :KLOH&KULVWRSKH%LHUFULWLFLVHV9LUJLQLH'HVSHQWHV¶V
DSSDUHQWO\FRQWUDGLFWRU\SRVLWLRQRQFHQVRUVKLSDVµMHVXLVFRQWUHODFHQVXUH
PDLV«¶(2000: 149), it is important to acknowledge that censorship is a highly 
subjective process and thus it is difficult to make objective statements about 
it. In this chapter we will examine both instances of censorship which do not 
necessarily damage the power of the cut film and those that unequivocally do. 
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Slicing 
The third manifestation of the razor blade, then, is what we will refer to as the 
slicing of censorship. As with the two previous manifestations, friction and 
collision, there are multiple ways in which this slice can be read. In the 
immediate sense it refers to the physical action of censorship, of cutting a 
film. While the advent of digital film has rendered such editing less violent 
than in the past, where cutting would have involved the literal slicing of 
celluloid, an action that was apparently, and appropriately, often performed 
with a razor blade, the cutting terminology still continues in common parlance. 
We can return to Mark Kermode, whose work gave us the razor blade 
WHUPLQRORJ\LQWKHILUVWSODFHZKRGHVFULEHVµWKLVKDELWXDOVOLFLQJYHUQDFXODU
with its constant references to scissors, knLYHV FXWV WULPV¶  
QRWLQJWKDWLWLVHVVHQWLDOO\µURRWHGLQWKHDJHROGSK\VLFDOLW\RIFHOOXORLG¶
302). Clearly there is still an accepted sense that censorship exerts a 
physical influence on a film, physically diminishes it. The idea of an 
oppositional violence to those types of violence already examined in this 
dissertation is fascinating: it could be argued that the effect of censorship is 
just as damaging as the supposed effect of the films themselves. If we accept 
my idea of simulated proximity, we are accepting a more intimate relationship. 
The cutting of the films represents a break in this relationship, a severance or 
interruption of the haptic rapport: a significant rupture. It is also important to 
note that censorship can be total, with some of the films associated with 
Contemporary French Extreme Cinema being subject to outright bans in 
certain territories. This represents the ultimate slice, the removal of the films 
from the public sphere. 
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The importance of censorship to my central concept of the razor blade 
acting upon these films, contributing to their disappearance, cannot be 
overstated. With reference to Despentes and Breillat, Nettelbeck notes that 
µWKHVH[-based scandals around their films have certainly contributed to their 
PDUJLQDOLVDWLRQ¶ 7KLVFDQEHVHHQDV WUXHIRUERWK WKHILOPVDQGWKH
directors: as we saw with Gaspar Noé in Chapter 1, the idea of créateur and 
créature becoming confused is a constant consideration. This branding of the 
GLUHFWRUV DV µE[WUHPLVWV¶ 5RPQH\  VXOO\LQJ WKHLU LQWHQW HYHQ ZKHQ LW
might popularise their name, of the sort we discussed in chapter 1 with 
relation to Noé, is compounded when issues of censorship are raised. By 
pointing to the illegal otherness of the images, censorship politicises the films 
LQ D ZD\ WKDW LV GHWULPHQWDO WR WKHLU WUXH PHDQLQJ 7KH FHQVRU¶V EODGH
becomes the razor blade, slicing into the films and neutering their power. 
Even when cuts on the films are rescinded, the scars remain in their popular 
perception. 
 
Nadine et Manu Vont En Tuant: Baise-moi   
Alongside 1Rp¶VIrréversible, Baise-moi probably represents the zenith of the 
popular perception of Contemporary French Extreme Cinema. 14  The plot 
sees a young woman, Manu (Rafaëlla Anderson), who has just been raped, 
and has murdered her brother, forcing another woman, Nadine (Karen Bach), 
to drive her away from Paris. Nadine, a prostitute, has coincidentally just 
                                                          
14
 A quick Google search shows it appearing on both the Telegraph and MSN Movies¶VOLVWV
of the most controversial films ever made, while the same for Irréversible shows it appearing 
on Time Out¶VOLVW 
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killed her flatmate and witnessed the murder of her best friend. The women 
quickly form a bond and indulge in a killing spree, unleashing their unfocused 
rage in an indiscriminate fashion. A media storm follows, but remains at a 
distance. Eventually Manu is killed and Nadine, after avenging her and then 
failing to commit suicide, is captured by the police. 
The indiscriminate nature of the violence is one of the most 
complicated aspects of the film to read. Best and Crowley point to the 
RSSUHVVLYH PDVFXOLQH VSDFH WKLV µVSHFWUum of exploitation, objectification, 
KXPLOLDWLRQDQGDEXVH¶LQZKLFKWKHUDSHRI0DQXDQGKHUIULHQG
is located as an indicator that Baise-moi is a rape-revenge film, and such an 
assertion is certainly borne out on a superficial level.15 The opening shot is of 
1DGLQH¶VIDFHZHDULQJDQXQUHDGDEOHH[SUHVVLRQDQGEDWKHGLQRGGUHGOLJKW
possibly suggestive of violence. She both holds the gaze of the spectator and 
seemingly shies away from it, repeating this action twice.  
This shot might be seen as both prolepsis to the moral ambiguity of 
the rape-revenge film and an unspoken request for spectator complicity in 
this. In what could be read as justification for such a reading, Nettelbeck 
associates the opening shot with the violence at the conclusion, suggesting 
WKDW µthe aggressively spiked necklace that Nadine is wearing links the 
opening of the film to the chaotic, murderous climax in which she ± wearing 
the same necklace ± DQG KHU FRPSDQLRQ >«@ PDVVDFUH WKH GHQL]HQV RI D
sex-club¶ 
                                                          
15
 The rape-revenge genre typically sees a woman demeaned and sexually abused by men, 
only to regain her strength and take her revenge against them. A classic example is I Spit on 
Your Grave (Meir Zarchi 1978). 
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Figure 11: Nadine, dangerously ambiguous. 
The parallels with the genre continue with the rape of Manu and her 
friend, shown in graphic detail with shots of actual sexual penetration and 
erect penises. However, after this point Baise-moi diverges from the 
expected formula. Both Manu and Nadine kill people who have not directly 
wronged them, actions which stand in stark contrast to the righteous 
indignation which fuels the rape-revenge film. In what can be regarded as 
WKHLU µDFWLQJ-RXW¶ ERWK ZRPHQ VXEOLPDWH WKeir rage against society into 
formless, angry violence. They are not killing men who have wronged them, 
or even women who have allowed themselves to be wronged: they are just 
killing. :KHQRQHFKDUDFWHUQRWHVµYRXVDYH]WLUpVXUXQKRPPHGHIDPLOOHHW
une IHPPH¶1DGLQHDJUHHVµRQQ¶DDXFXQHFLUFRQVWDQFHDWWHQXDQWH¶This is 
VLPSO\UDQGRPH[SORVLYHYLROHQFH0DQXDQG1DGLQHHYHQKDYH µJRRG¶VH[
with men along the way, pausing their journey to enjoy themselves but 
ensuring that the ultimate control in the bedroom rests with them. When one 
RIWKHPHQWKH\SLFNXSIRUVH[VXJJHVWVWKDWWKHZRPHQHQJDJHLQµXQSHWLW
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VRL[DQWH QHXI¶ D UHTXHVW WKDW FDQ EH VHHQ DV UHSUHVHQWDWLYH RI WKH
masculine-FRQVWUXFWHG IDQWDV\ RI µFRQWUROOHG¶ OHVELDQLVP SUHYDOHQW LQ
heterosexXDOSRUQRJUDSK\ µKRPRVH[XDOLW\SHUIRUPHGEHWZHHQKHWHURVH[XDO
IHPDOHV WKXV LQFOXGLQJ WKHPHQ ZLWKLQ WKHVSKHUHRISOHDVXUH¶ DQG WKXVD
patriarchal imposition on femininity, he is evicted from the room with a 
SRLQWHGµGpJDJH¶EXWFUXFLDOO\KHLVQRWNLlled (Parsons 2010: 16).  
 
Figure 120DQXHQJDJLQJLQµJRRG¶VH[. 
 
%HXJQHW QRWHV WKDW µWKH WUDMHFWRU\ RI WKH KHURLQHV HVFKHZV
UDWLRQDOLVDWLRQ¶   WU\LQJ WR DSSO\ SUH-existing rules or concepts of 
rape-revenge is impossible.16 Despite the clear visual and thematic markers 
tying Baise-moi to recognisable genres, the film as a whole, in the manner 
                                                          
16
 This is equally true for other genres with which the film has been associated, such as the 
road movie. 
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discussed in Chapter 2, refuses such classification. As Manu later comments, 
in a display of self-UHIOH[LYLW\µRQQ¶DSDVOHVHQVGHODIRUPXOHRQQ¶a pas les 
bonnes répliques aux bonVPRPHQWV¶She is referring here to a mainstream 
cinematic ideal which they cannot attain, despite the visual references. 17 
1DGLQH¶VUHVSRQVHWRWKLVLVWHOOLQJDQGFRUURERUDWHVP\DVVHUWLRQDWWKHVWDUW 
RIWKLVFKDSWHUµRQDHXGHVERQVJHVWHVF¶HVWGpMjXQGpEXW¶7KHZRUGVDUH
not of the utmost importance: it is the actions that count. This, as we will see, 
is also often the case with censorship.    
The story of the censorship of Baise-moi in France is particularly 
interesting and important in terms of the acceptance of these films and the 
curious and difficult space they occupy, or are forced to occupy. Released in 
)UDQFH RULJLQDOO\ DV µLQWHUGLW DX PRLQV GH  DQV¶ WKH KLJKHVW PDLQVWUHDP
classification, on the 28th June 2000 the film was quickly withdrawn from 
most cinemas after pressure was applied to the French government by André 
Bonnet, head of Promouvoir µDVVRFLDWLRQ GH GpIHQVH GHV YDOHXUV MXGpR-
FKUpWLHQQHVHWGHODIDPLOOH¶%LHU-146). Bonnet claimed that Baise-
moi ZDV DQ RYHUWO\ SROLWLFDO ILOP µXQH RSpUDWLRQ FRQFHUWpH TXL YLVH j ³IDLUH
VDXWHU OH YHUURX´ GX ; HW j UpLQWURGXLUH OHV ILOPV SRUQRJUDSKLTXHV HWRX
YLROHQWV GDQV OHV VDOOHV GH FLQpPD JUDQG SXEOLF¶ %LHU  : 146). This 
complaint led to the film being reclassified with an X certificate. The film was 
thus left in a limbo state: it could not be played in mainstream cinemas as it 
lacked a YLVDG¶H[SORLWDWLRQ, but it was not the sort of X film which specially 
                                                          
17
 For instance, when they visit the gun shop, Nadine is wearing a wig which looks very 
much like that worn by Uma Thurman in Pulp Fiction (Quentin Tarantino 1994). It is clear 
that Despentes and Trinh-Thi do not ODFN µOHVHQVGH OD IRUPXOH¶± they know exactly what 
they are doing. 
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licensed pornography theatres would play. This latter option was useless 
anyway, as only one such cinema still existed and its proprietor did not feel 
that Baise-moi ZDVSRUQRJUDSKLFµF¶HVWELHQMRXpPDLVSRXUXQYR\HXUF¶HVW
QXO¶ %LHU   7KH ILOP ZDV DV %LHU DVVHUWV µGDQV XQH VLWXDWLRQ
LPSRVVLEOHWRWDOHPHQWLQWHUGLWVDQVO¶rWUH¶ : 147). Note, however, that I 
described the film as having been withdrawn from most cinemas: despite the 
film being legally impossible to screen, certain cinema owners railed against 
the ruling, most notably Marin Karmitz, the director of the MK2 chain. Just as 
Bonnet called to the political angle of Baise-moi, so Karmitz asserted that in 
EDQQLQJWKHILOPIURPSXEOLFYLHZµRQGpWRXUQHOHVRXFLGHODSURWHFWion des 
PLQHXUVSRXUSRUWHUDWWHLQWHj OD OLEHUWpG¶H[SUHVVLRQ¶ %LHU7KH
idea that state censorship was being enforced led to the explosion of O¶DIIDLUH
Baise-moi (Seguret 2000), the most visible debate on the censorship of 
Contemporary French Extreme Cinema. 
One of the people to eloquently defend the film was Catherine Breillat, 
obviously no stranger to critical scandal. Her film Romance had caused 
debate upon its release for featuring scenes of unsimulated sex, and the 
uproar placed Breillat at the forefront of the debate on sex in film. She issued 
a petition which argued that the treatment of Baise-moi represented the 
JRYHUQPHQW ERZLQJ WR SUHVVXUH IURP µXQ JURXSXVFXOH G¶H[WUrPH GURLWH VH
réclamant de la défense des valeurs judéo-chrétiennes eWGHODIDPLOOH¶%LHU
2000: 148), and questioning where such acquiescence would lead. The 
petition was signed by, amongst many, François Ozon and Claire Denis, both 
directors who would later be associated with the New French Extremity by 
Quandt. Eventually, Minister of Culture Catherine Tasca decided that the 18 
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certificate would be reinstated, allowing the film to receive its visa 
G¶H[SORLWDWLRQ and thus be eligible for general release. It returned to cinemas 
on 29th August 2001, over a year after its original release. 
There is an important question to be answered regarding where 
exactly the problems lay with Baise-moi :LPPHU KROGV WKDW µWKH ILOP ZDV
disturbing because it brought to the surface what should best remain hidden: 
namely, the social salience of class, ethnic and gender difference in the 
FRQWH[WRIQHZFKDOOHQJHVWRQDWLRQDOLGHQWLW\E\PLQRULW\JURXSV¶
The film certainly does engage with these problems, most importantly with 
issues of gender difference, but the offense caused by the film cannot be 
limited to the theoretical questions it poses. As I noted in the introduction to 
this chapter, Despentes shows a particular interest in the distinct 
separateness of words and actions. We can see this interest at work in the 
scene before Manu and her friend are raped.  
They sit on a bench and trash talk men, with Manu reducing the 
importance of the men whom she is told have been mocking her: µMHOHXUFKLH
tous dessus!¶7KHILUVWVKRWRI WKLVVFHQHSODFHVWKHZRPHQDERYHWKHFLW\
and after this they are filmed either together in a mid-shot, or prioritised in 
close-ups. This positioning appears to describe both a feminine complicity 
and a position of power. However, when the men appear they are 
symbolically above them, their threatening physical presence creating a 
UXSWXUHZLWK0DQX¶VODQJXDJHZKLFKKDVKLWKHUWRVHHPHGSRZHUIXO  
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Figure 13: Overlooked? Manu and friend beneath the men. 
 
 The next scene presents the rape, and throughout the women do not 
speak normally: Manu maintains a stoic silence while her friend cries and 
screams and pleads for them to stop. The former scene is a very potent 
critique of the domineering position of men, but it lacks the impact of the rape 
VHTXHQFH :KLOH :LPPHU KROGV WKDW µBaise-moi¶V IRUPDO DQG SROLWLFDO
engagement with such issues of gender, race and identity was neutralised in 
favour of a less threatening debate about the visibility of violence and 
poUQRJUDSK\ ZLWKLQ PDLQVWUHDP FLQHPD¶   WKH EDVLF IDFW RI WKH
matter is that the reaction from Promouvoir, and indeed other parties critical 
of the film, focussed on the explicit sex and violence, rather than the thematic 
concerns which motivated them.  
The fact that Baise-moi contains scenes of non-simulated sexual 
intercourse was certainly problematic for the British censors, with the 
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aforementioned penetration and erects penises being historically prime bait 
for censorship in the UK, but the overriding concern for the BBFC was the 
conflation of sexual and violent imagery. For the cinema release of the film in 
the UK, the rape scene was cut by 10 seconds to remove a shot of vaginal 
penetration. In WKH %%)&¶V MXVWLILFDWLRQ IRU UHOHDVLQJ DQRWKHU ILOm featuring 
sexual intercourse, 9 Songs (Michael Winterbottom 2004), uncut several 
\HDUV ODWHU WKH\ QRWH WKDW µLW QHYHU PL[HV XS WKH VH[ ZLWK YLROHQFH DQG LV
FDUHIXO WR DYRLG ORRNLQJ OLNH D SRUQRJUDSKLF ZRUN¶ 2¶%ULHQ  
Explicit sex is not a problem in itself: it is the context, rather than the action, 
that makes this unacceptable. The BBFC were actually very complimentary 
about Baise-moi, describing as µD VHULRXV DQG ZHOO-PDGH ILOP¶ 0DF.HQ]LH
2002: 323), but the images within the film conflicted with their guidelines on 
what was acceptable to show on screen. Upon its release on home video in 
Britain, the BBFC imposed another cut, of 2 seconds. This was to remove a 
VKRWRI WKHJXQHQWHULQJ WKHPDQ¶VDQXVZKHQ0DQXDQG1DGLQHPDVVDFUH
the members of the swingers club. Again, what problematises the scene is 
the juxtaposition of sex (penetration) and violence (the gun). Another 
consideration in this instance was the re-watch capability that home video 
provides ± the scenes could now be repeatedly viewed, and out of context. In 
PDQ\ZD\V WKH%%)&¶VFXWWLQJRIBaise-moi was actually well orchestrated 
and subtle. With both cuts in place there is actually a sort of symmetry 
DFKLHYHG DSHQHWUDWLRQ IRU D SHQHWUDWLRQ7KH %%)&¶V FXWWLQJ RI WKH KRPe 
video release of À ma s°XU !, conversely, is inelegantly achieved and 
potentially opens up more wounds than the uncut version.  
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Wisdom of the Ugly Duckling:  À ma s°XU !  
¬PDV°XU  was the first film that Catherine Breillat made after Romance, 
which was a cause célèbre for its presentation of real sex. À ma s°XU !, in 
contrast, appears cosmetically to be a less confrontational piece. There is no 
UHDO VH[ DQG FRPSDUDWLYHO\ OLWWOH QXGLW\ MXVW µPXFK IXPEOLQJ DQG WZR EULHI
shots of [an] erect peQLV¶ 9LQFHQGHDX7KH ILOP LVDQDFFRXQWRI
beautiful fifteen-year-ROG(OHQD¶V5R[DQQH0HVTXLGDILUVWVH[XDOHQFRXQWHU
with Fernando (Libero De Rienzo), an older boy she meets on holiday. As we 
have come to expect from Contemporary French Extreme Cinema, however, 
this traditional tale of exploratory young love is subverted, becoming a brutal 
examination of the social and gendered politics that surround sex. This 
subversion is most clearly indicated by the direction of gaze within the story. 
Rather than focus directly on the relationship between Elena and Fernando, 
%UHLOODWUHFRXQWVLWIURPWKHSHUVSHFWLYHRI(OHQD¶VRYHUZHLJKWWZHOYH-year-old 
sister Anaïs (Anaïs Reboux). Through her we see the relationship as an ugly, 
brutal thing, wherein her sister is subsumed into the adult world through a 
process which involves sacrificing herself to the demands of men. As 
Beugnet notes, µ$QDwV >REVHUYHV@ WKH LQHOXFWDEOH SURFHVV ZKHUHE\ KHU
(beautiful) sister Elena [«] is caught in all the stereotypical (social and 
FXOWXUDOWUDSSLQJVRIURPDQFH¶ Hers is the coldly scientific parallel 
WR (OHQD¶V URPDQWLFLVHG YLVLRQ RI ORYH DQG VH[ VHHLQJ WKH ORVV RI YLUJLQLW\
merely as a perfunctory stage in the life of a woman. As Dumont did in 
Twentynine Palms, Breillat reduces the outside world in order to focus on the 
SURWDJRQLVWV WKRXJK KHU UHGXFWLRQ LV IDU OHVV H[WUHPH WKDQ 'XPRQW¶V KDOI-
SHRSOH7KHJLUOV¶IDWKHULVPRVWO\DEVHQWDQGWKHLUPRWKHUGRHVQRWVHHPWR
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take much interest for most of the film, leaving Elena to be coerced into a 
sexual relationship and Anaïs to watch all with her unceasing gaze. Breillat 
located this parental absence in a division between adults and adolescents: 
µWKHFKLOGUHQDUHVKXWWLQJWKHPRXW [«] the adolescent girls create their own 
ZRUOG¶ -DPHV   :KHQ WKH UHODWLRQVKLS LV ILQDOO\ GLVFRYHUHG WKHLU
mother ends the holiday and drives them back to Paris, only for a man to 
murder her and Elena and rape Anaïs. When the police find her, however, 
Anaïs claims that she was not raped. 
:KLOH WKHSORWRVWHQVLEO\ ORRNVDW(OHQD¶V ORVVRI LQQRFHQFHDQG ILUVW
H[SHULHQFHV RI PDVFXOLQH PDQLSXODWLRQ LW LV $QDwV¶V ERG\ WKDW ZH DV WKH
spectator are invited to focus our gaze upon. The Fat Girl of the American 
release title, Anaïs is explored as a recognisable yet alien body, embodying 
an uncomfortably fluid and experimental moment of teenage development.18 
Even the physicality of the actress is used by Breillat as a coding of this 
uncertainty ± in some frankly directed scenes we watch actress Anaïs 
Reboux, sharing the first name of her character, exploring her pubescent 
body. There is a startling honesty in the way this is filmed, awkward and 
fumbling as her chubby fingers lift her dress and expose her flesh. Her still 
childish figure echoes her narrative dislocation, inchoate and unformed in 
body and likewise not yet located as a sexual being due to her virginity and 
self-dislocation from sexual concerns, especially in contrast to her beautiful 
sister who is adored both by their parents and by men. It is possible that 
Anaïs recognises her own bizarre nature when she regards herself in the 
PLUURU WXUQLQJKHUKXQJU\JD]H LQZDUG DQGVLPSO\H[FODLPV µSXWDLQ¶:KLOH
                                                          
18
 Interestingly, Fat Girl was also the original title Breillat chose for the film (James 2001: 20). 
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Sally Hussey suggests that this is a self-hating use of the term, describing 
KHUVHOIDVDµVOXW¶DOLWHUDOWUDQVODWLRQ,ZRXOGSURSRVHWKDWLQIDFWVKH
is merely using the word as an expression of shock. She seems to 
understand her oddness here, to realise that she is not part of the same 
world as her sister. This outside presence she represents is repeatedly 
FKDUDFWHULVHGE\%UHLOODW¶VSRVLWLRQLQJRI$QDwVLQUHODWLRQWRRWKHUREMHFWVRQ
screen. In one shot she lies on the beach in the foam of the waves, 
configured as a beached whale, or washed up suicide victim.  
 
Figure 14 : -¶DLPLVPRQcorps à pourrir: Anaïs as a foreign body. 
 
Later, she squats naked on the sand, the curves of her skin breaking 
the texture of the shot. This oddness is compounded by the counter shot 
showing Elena and Fernando looking down at her, uncomprehending. The 
rape scene, while seen as incongruous by many critics, is carefully 
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foreshadowed. In their drive back to Paris, described by Nettelbeck as 
µKDOOXFLQDWRU\¶  WKHUH LV OLWWOH GLVFXVVLRQ EH\RQG UHSURDFK IURP WKH
PRWKHU DQG $QDwV¶V FRPSODLQWV WKDW WKLV KDV QRWKLQJ WR GR ZLWK KHU D
reminder of her state of disassociation from the sexual politics). Eventually 
WKH\SXOORYHUDWDURDGVLGHUHVWDUHDWRVOHHS(OHQD¶VHDUOLHUFRPPHQWWKDW
$QDwV ZRXOG VXUYLYH D FUDVK DV VKH LV QRW RFFXS\LQJ µOD SODFH GX PRUW¶ D
term denoting the passenger seat, as this was statistically the most 
dangerous seat to occupy in a car crash) is coldly realised as, in a shocking 
irruption of violence, a man smashes through the windscreen and kills first 
Elena, with an axe, and then their mother, whom he strangles. Anaïs slowly 
leaves the car but the man backs her into the woods. He forces her to the 
ground and removes her underwear, which he stuffs into her mouth. He then 
SURFHHGV WR UDSH KHU ZLWK WKH IRFXV UHVWLQJ RQ $QDwV¶V IDFH :KHQ KH LV
finished, she removes the underwear from her mouth and he leaves her. The 
scene then cuts to the next day, with crime scene technicians bagging 
HYLGHQFH IURP WKH VFHQH ZUDSSLQJ SODVWLF EDJV DURXQG (OHQD¶V KDQGV WR
protect DNA samples. We watch the police guiding Anaïs from the woods, 
DQGRQHRIWKHRIILFHUVQRWHVµHOOHGLWTX¶HOOHQ¶DVSDVpWpYLROpe¶$QDwVUHWRUWV
VWXEERUQO\ µVL YRXV YRXOH] SDV PH FURLUH QH PH FUR\H] SDV¶ DQG WKH ILOP
ends on a freeze frame of her face, uncertainly looking off screen in a 
manQHU OLNHQHG E\ 9LQFHQGHDX WR $QWRLQH 'RLQHO¶V -HDQ-Pierre Léaud) 
DPELJXRXV VWDUH DW WKH FRQFOXVLRQ RI )UDQoRLV 7UXIIDXW¶V  1HZ :DYH
film Les quatre cents coups (2001: 20), another film which deals with the 
painful end of childhood.  
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The manner in which Anaïs will eventually lose her virginity is coded 
LQWRWKHILOPIURPWKHRSHQLQJVKRW7KHIRFXVLVRQ$QDwV¶VIDFHDPELJXRXV
echoing the similar shot of Nadine in the opening of Baise-moi. Anaïs, in a 
non-diegetic recording, reads the rhyme written by %UHLOODWµ0RLMHP¶HQQXLH¶
and the lyrics are ominous portents of what is to come: µVLHQFRUHMHSRXYDLV
WURXYHUKRPPHRXIHPPH«XQORXS-JDURXPRLMHP¶HQIRXV¶ 
 
Figure 15$QDwV¶VSHQHWUDWLQJJD]HDPELJXRXVO\VKURXGHGLQGDUNQHVV. 
 
/DWHULQDQRWKHUUHDGLQJRIWKHVDPHUK\PH$QDwVVSHDNVWKHOLQHµXQ
DQLPDOoDP¶HVWHJDO¶%RWKRI WKHVHVWDWHPHQWVEHFRPH LPEXHGZLWKGDUN
PHDQLQJDW WKH ILOP¶VFRQFOXVLRQZKHQ$QDwV LV UDSHGE\ WKHZLOGPDQZKR
DSSHDUVIURPWKHZRRGVDQGKHUµHDUOLHr expressed preference for first-time 
VH[ ZLWKRXW ORYH LV KRUULILFDOO\ IXOILOOHG¶ 9LQFHQGHDX   $V 6DOO\
+XVVH\GHVFULEHVWKHVHTXHQFH µDZHUHZROIDWWDFNHUSXVKHV$QDwVWRWKH
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JURXQG DQG GHYRXUV KHU¶  7KH QDWXUH RI $QDwV¶V DJJUHVVRU DOVR 
correlates with her desire for her first time not to be with a man. Her sung 
GDUN GHVLUHV DQG KHU DVVHUWLRQ WKDW µ>OHV KRPPHV@ VRQW WRXV WDUpV¶ DUH
metaphorically correct and painfully prescient in that the man who rapes her 
LVSRUWUD\HGDVVXEKXPDQDµOoup-JDURX¶EXWDWWKHVDPHWLPHLVDOVRFOHDUO\
DGHUDQJHGLQGLYLGXDORWKHUZLVHµWDUp¶ 
7KHZHUHZROIDQDORJ\DSSHDUV WRVXPPDWH%UHLOODW¶VRSLQLRQRIPHQ
at least within the context of this film. Even when men are seemingly 
innocuous or foolish there is a dark edge to them, an underbelly of 
misogynistic violence waiting to manifest itself. In the scene in which Anaïs 
bears silent witness to the deflowering of her elder sister, her tears are 
demonstrative of her awareness of this hidden patriarchal subjugation, even 
though the actual act occurring at the other side of the room is depicted in a 
bathetic way, with awkward movements and a humorous focus on their feet. 
That Anaïs seems aware of this duality of men from the start can 
retrospectively be seen as a clue to her eventual survival, where her mother 
and sister are seemingly unaware, or else wilfully ignorant, and thus perhaps 
fated to die. Elena is a dreamer, full of romanticised ideas of the world, and 
despite her initially confident manner ± apparently sizing Fernando up as a 
SDUWQHUZLWKGLVFXVVLRQRIWKHLUIDWKHUV¶MREVDQGODWHUPRFNLQJKLPDERXWKLV
weight ± VKH LV FRPSOHWHO\ RYHUZKHOPHG E\ KLV µKDFNQH\HG PDOH IODWWHU\¶
9LQFHQGHDX7KHLUH[FKDQJHVPLJKWEH ODXJKDEOH LI WKH\ZHUHQ¶W
juxWDSRVHG ZLWK $QDwV¶V FROGO\ SKLORVRSKLFDO UHDFWLRQ WR WKH VLWXDWLRQ
GHVFULEHG E\ RQH RI WKH UHVSRQGHQWV LQ 0DUWLQ %DUNHU¶V VWXG\ RQ H[WUHPH
FLQHPD DV µWKH ZLVGRP RI WKH XJO\ GXFNOLQJ¶    %HXJQHW IXOO\
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describes the unbalanced political aspect oI WKH VHGXFWLRQ WKXV µOHG WR
VXEMHFWKHUVHOIZLOIXOO\ WRWKH³ORVV´RIKHUYLUJLQLW\(OHQDEHFRPHVD W\SLFDO
YLFWLPRIWKHXQGHUVWDWHGURXWLQHYLROHQFHRIKHWHURVH[XDOVHGXFWLRQ¶
48-49). The rape scene can thus be read as offering a sort of catharsis, as 
Anaïs is exposed to the true nature of masculine affection, and survives this 
encounter. While Peter Bradshaw was worried by the idea that Breillat 
VHHPHGWREHVXJJHVWLQJLQWKHDPELJXLW\RI$QDwV¶VUHDFWLRQWRWKHUDSHWKDW
µD YLYLG XQDQVZHUDEOH UHDOLW\ DERXW VH[ KDV LQWUXGHG DW ODVW¶  WKH
FRQFOXVLRQFDQFHUWDLQO\EHYLHZHGDVDPHGLWDWLRQRQ WKHTXHVWLRQ µZDVQ¶W
the wolf-PDQ¶V UDSH VLPSO\ WKH RYHUW H[SUHVVLRQ RI WKH SUHGDWRU\ PDOH
DWWLWXGHHPERGLHGLQ)HUQDQGR¶VVHGXFWLRQRI(OHQD"¶%DUNer 2011: 112).  
7KHUDSHVFHQHDFWXDOLVHV$QDwV¶VSRVLWLRQ LQWKHDGXOWZRUOGIRUFLQJ
her to prematurely become a sexual being, her nascent sexuality brutally 
activated. It completes the relationship with the spectator ± while she has 
hitherto been a complex and somewhat disturbing figure, a liminal body, the 
fact of the rape causes Anaïs to be re-understood as a victim, an abused 
child, despite her protestations. In precisely the way Breillat seems to intend, 
Anaïs becomes a figure of identification only when she has been sexually 
dominated. She receives, in some ways, exactly what she wanted. Her 
UHIXVDO RI YLFWLPKRRG KHU FODLP WKDW VKH µNQRZLQJO\ VXEPLWWHG WR WKH
H[SHULHQFH¶ %HXJQHW   VKRZV WKDW VKH KHUVHOI UHDOLVHV WKDW WKLV
destructive and violent event signifies her becoming as an ordered, and thus 
subjugated, female, and that this is something which she would deny. We 
FDQ OLQN WKLV EDFN WR 0DQX¶V UHMHFWLRQ RI WKH WUDXPD RI UDSH LQ Baise-moi, 
ZKHUHVKHVWDWHVµPD chatte, je peux pas empêcher les connards d'y entrer, 
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M¶\DLULHQODLVVpGHSUpFLHX[¶%RWKRIWKHVHstatements point to a restorative 
power of words, even if they cannot offer a break with the patriarchal system 
of control. 
 
Figure 16: Anaïs post-rape, resolute. 
 
À ma s°XU ! has been censored to varying degrees in different 
countries, perhaps most notably in Canada where it was initially banned.19 
Here we are going to look at the censorship of the film on DVD by the BBFC, 
as it demonstrates a particularly troubling effect of censorship. The BBFC 
decided that a cut was required µto [a] scene of sexual assault on [a] young 
JLUO >«@ WR DGGUHVV WKH VSHFLILF GDQJHU that video enables the scene to be 
used to stimulate and validate abusive action¶ (2002). The cut removed the 
                                                          
19
 Though this ruling was eventually overturned and it was later released in cinemas. 
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entire rape sequence. The apologetic liner notes on the Tartan DVD release 
RIWKHILOPH[SODLQWKH%%)&¶VGHFLVLRQ 
Although À ma s°XU ! was passed fully uncut for its original UK 
cinema release, it was subsequently decided, by the British Board of 
Film Classification, that the video version should be cut by 1m 28s in 
RUGHU WR UHFHLYH DQ µ¶ certificate [«] Unfortunately, the removal of 
this sequeQFH FRQVLGHUDEO\ LPSDFWV XSRQ WKH ILOP¶V Fomplex themes 
and concerns (2002). 
The ending of the film thus contains a shocking jump as Anaïs is led into the 
woods and forced to the ground, and is then shown being taken from the 
woods by the police. The %%)&¶VFXWWLQJRI WKHILOPUREVXVRI WKHVSXULRXV
catharsis provided by the rape sequence. The loss of the actual rape 
removes the commentary Breillat is making about the role of women in 
JHQGHUHGVRFLHWDOWHUPVHIIHFWLYHO\QHXWUDOLVLQJWKLVµSRZHUIXOO\acid piece of 
ILOPPDNLQJ¶ 9LQFHQGHDX   ,PSRUWDQWO\ $QDwV GXULQJ WKH UDSH
places her arms around her attacker in a heavily symbolic move which 
highlights the sexual politics at play within the scene and within the film as a 
whole. As Nettelbeck QRWHV µWKURXJK WKH JHVWXUH DOPRVW LQYROXQWDU\ [«] 
[Anaïs] is preparing the paradox of her final statement, in which she denies 
KDYLQJEHHQUDSHG¶7KHZD\WKHFXWUHPRYHVWKLVSRWHQWLPDJHLQWKH
BBFC-edited video version points to an altogether GDUNHUUHDGLQJRI$QDwV¶V
violation. Vincendeau suggested a reading of the film whereby Breillat is 
pointing to rape as empowering, which I would disagree with. The power lies 
in her denial of it. However, with the rape scene removed, this looks more 
plausible, raising some uncomfortable questions 7KH UHPRYDO RI $QDwV¶V
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embrace of her attacker might also make her subsequent denial of rape 
appear to be mere ignorance, as though she does not understand what has 
happened to her, suggesting that she is simply a victim. Such a reading 
suggests a very callous use of rape, especially rape of a minor, in the film. It 
ripens the scene, and indeed the film, for misconstruction as merely a hollow 
exercise with no motive beyond the desire to shock ± a familiar 
misrepresentation of Contemporary French Extreme Cinema! Such 
misreading was already present in the cinema reviews of the (still intact) film, 
VXFKDV%UDGVKDZ¶VZKLFKFDOOHGWRWKHµJUHDWDUELWUDU\VZLSHRIYLROHQFH [«] 
DVKRFNLQJEXWHPSW\JHVWXUH¶ )RU%radshaw the change of tone in 
the conclusion broke with the atmosphere established in the film, coming 
µTXLWHRXWRI OHIWILHOG¶D µJURWHVTXHHUXSWLRQIROORZLQJZKDWKDGEHHQDYHU\
well- observed and well-DFWHGKXPDQGUDPD¶).  This is arguably not the 
case ± while the irruption of violence into the film can be said to be shocking, 
the gesture is far from empty. Rather, the explosive violence merely serves to 
crystallise the theme of women as victims of gendered society that Breillat 
has explored in the film thus far (and in much of her earlier and indeed later 
work). Where Marie in Romance is able to assert herself by killing Paul, her 
husband, here the destructive masculinity Breillat draws is able to completely 
destroy or subjugate the women. That Anaïs tries to claim ownership of her 
experiences through her refusal to describe her rape as such is a powerful 
statement on the societal demands on women according to Breillat. In stark 
FRQWUDVWWRWKHµDFWLQJ-RXW¶RI0DQXDQG1DGLQHLQBaise-moi, this is a cutting 
H[DPSOHRIµDFWLQJ-LQ¶DGRSWLQJWKHdominated yet defensive role that Breillat 
KHUHVHHPVWRVXJJHVWLVXOWLPDWHO\WKHORWRIDOOZRPHQ7KHFHQVRU¶VFXWWLQJ
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of the scene creates not only a jarring leap in the narrative, but it might also 
actually make the scene more disturbing. As Scott McCloud noted with 
regard to comic book characters, µWRNLOODPDQEHWZHHQSDQHOVLVWRFRQGHPQ
KLPWRDWKRXVDQGGHDWKV¶1RWVHHLQJZKDWKDSSHQVWR$QDwV LV
somehow more uncomfortable, not just because we can imagine all sorts of 
horrible aggressions against her but because the edited conclusion now 
VHHPVWRVXJJHVW WKDWZRPHQ¶VGHVWLQ\ LVDFFHSWDQFHRIGRPLQDWLRQ UDWKHU
than the more hopeful model Breillat proposes, wherein women can gain 
strength through an understanding and criticism of the socio-sexual 
constraints imposed upon them. 
 
Final Cut 
While the censorship debate needs to remain wide and open and nuanced, it 
can nevertheless be argued that the effect of censorship on Contemporary 
French Extreme Cinema has helped to push the films into the difficult space 
which I have described throughout this dissertation. These are not low-art, 
trashy films which will benefit from the cachet of being, or having been, 
banned but rather intelligently constructed texts which elevate the body to a 
textual, relational plane and thus require a sensitive spectatorial approach. 
Extremity is a requirement for these films, a necessary point of recognition 
and comprehension.  
It can be argued that too much focus falls on the act of censorship 
itself, while the essence of the films is ignored. While Baise-moi was held up 
DV D FDVH IRU IUHHGRP RI VSHHFK WKH ILOP LWVHOI ZDV GLVUHJDUGHG µDOPRVW
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XQLYHUVDOO\GHQRXQFHGDVFUXGHSURIDQHDQGWHGLRXVO\EOHDN¶ 'D\ 2009). 
7KHµSRZHUIXOV\PEROLFFKDUJH¶:LPPHUGHVFULEHVPLJKWLQLWVHOI
be seen as uncomfortable static, a field surrounding the film and masking its 
true power, reducing it to a commodity for use in political debate. This might 
be seen as another aspect of the razor blade¶V DFWLRQ the reshaping of a 
powerful film into a powerfully politicised but essentially meaningless entity.  
The approach to censorship is changing, with Baise-moi having been 
released in the UK uncut during the writing of this dissertation. The new 
%%)&GHVFULSWLRQRIWKHFHQVRUV¶DSSURDFKQRWHVRIWKHWZRQHZO\FRPSOHWH
scenes: 
The [rape] scene includes nudity and an explicit close shot of real 
penetration. However, neither the nudity nor the real penetration are 
portrayed as sexual or titillating. On the contrary, the rape is presented 
as violent and horrific, and, in this context, the shot of penetration 
reinforces the violation and brutality. In a later scene a man is anally 
penetrated with a gun. Again, the act is clearly one of violence and it 
relates back to the earlier rape (2013). 
Such a description shows a commendably nuanced understanding of the 
extreme content. However, it might be a case of too little being done too late. 
While there are still those who champion the film as important, with Martyn 
Conterio noting upon the uncut UK re-UHOHDVH RI WKH ILOP WKDW µ>Baise-moi] 
needs less defending and more celebrating for having the guts to show 
society its ugly QDWXUH¶&RQWHULRWKHGDPDJHRIKDYLQJEHHQFHQVRUHG
KDV KDG LWV HIIHFW 'HVSLWH WKH '9' ER[ VWDWLQJ µRQH RI WKH PRVW
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controversial movies of the last 20 years, Baise-moi was described as the 
most sexually explicit film to ever reach British screeQV E\ WKH 8. SUHVV¶, 
Baise-moi almost feels like a relic of a time long gone, where films tried to 
VKRFN QRW ZLWK JUDWXLW\ EXW ZLWK D FDOFXODWLQJ WUXWKIXOQHVV -DPHV 4XDQGW¶V
retrospective regard over these films refers to many of them now looking like 
µGHVSHUDWH DUWHIDFWV¶   3HUKDSV WKHVH ILOPV ZHUH GHVSHUDWH EXW
only desperate in the sense that they sought desperately to open a new film-
spectator dialogue, one which has since seemingly, sadly, been cauterised 
by disinterest.  
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Conclusion  
 
The purpose of this dissertation has been to provide a possible explanation 
for the diminishment of the trend which we have referred to as Contemporary 
French Extreme Cinema. A parallel purpose has been to argue for the 
intellectual worth of this trend, which has frequently been overlooked. In the 
introduction we hypothesised that the reason for the diminishment and 
possible disappearance of the trend could be located in the failures in the 
relationship between film and spectator, brought about through spectator 
inability to submit to, or adopt, the required mode of viewing that these films 
demand.  
The new viewing experience referred to throughout this dissertation is 
based, as we explored in the introduction, in the use of physicality as a 
relational tool to bridge the inherent gap between film and spectator. The 
required viewing mode which must be adopted by the spectator in order to 
successfully engage with the films involves an acceptance of this physicality, 
and an investment in it. Taking the basic fact that there cannot be physical 
contact between film and spectator, we examined what might be done to 
mimic it. This idea of bridging, of somehow navigating a void, is what we 
termed simulated proximity, a concept which we located as one of the key 
axioms which unite the disparate films that we have grouped together as 
Contemporary French Extreme Cinema. The theoretical basis for this 
concept drew together Laura Marks and Victoria Best and Martin Crowley to 
propose an active reduction of distance between theme and form, in order to 
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present as close an experience as possible, and conflated this position with 
9LYLDQ6REFKDFN¶VORFDWLRQRIWKHILOPLFWH[WDVHVVHQWLDOLQDQGRILWVHOI.  
The apparent failure of the film/spectator relationship was explored 
through examinations of critical reception, genre subversion and censorship, 
with each of these areas demonstrating different aspects of this failed 
relationship. My overarching razor blade concept has provided a uniform 
manner with which to approach these distinct but interconnecting 
considerations, constantly referring back to the physicality which is the 
essential factor that marks these films out as different. At the same time, this 
examination of failures has hopefully also demonstrated how these failures 
can be avoided, or at least used more constructively to build a new 
understanding of the films discussed.  
'LVFXVVLRQRI*DVSDU1Rp¶VORRVHWULORJ\RIILOPVLQ&KDSWHUDOORZHG
for an exploration of how these films progressively move to further 1Rp¶V
engagement with this gap between spectator and film. While Carne begins 
with graphic footage of a horse being slaughtered, the shock of the footage is 
still divided from the spectator, the blood running offscreen highlighting this 
apparently impassable interstice. The intertitles which seem to speak directly 
to the spectator show Noé beginning to push at these limitations. The next 
film in the series, Seul contre tous, continues this idea of dialogue with the 
spectator, leading up to the moment in which Noé offers a direct challenge in 
the countdown sequence which forces the spectator to make an active 
decision to witness the violent conclusion. Again, this serves to solidify the 
relationship between film and spectator, demanding an active investment. 
7KH ILQDO VWHS LQ 1Rp¶V DWWHPSW WR VLPXODWH SUR[LPLW\ ZDV IDU PRUH
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controversial and confrontational. In Irréversible, Noé actually uses camera 
movements and sound designed to induce nausea in the spectator, opening 
out the film/spectator relationship beyond the ocular and into new realms of 
physicality. The apex of this comes, we argued, with the conclusion, which 
sees a vortex of light creating abstract shapes which appear to move 
outwards from the screen. The subsequent cut into blackness severs this 
closeness.  
The primary focus of Chapter 1 was on the critical reception RI1Rp¶V
films, and much of the negative response seemed unwittingly affected by an 
inability to process this reduction of distance. Angry, aggrieved responses 
DWWDFNHG1Rp¶VRZQHWKLFDOSRVLWLRQIDLOLQJWRGUDZDGLVWLQFWLRQEHWZHHQILOP
and filmmaker. TKLV FRQIXVLRQ RI µFUpDWHXU¶ DQG µFUpDWXUH¶ KDG EHHQ
SURSKHVLVHG DW WKH VWDUW RI 1Rp¶V GLUHFWRULDO FDUHHU DQG LV D FRQVLGHUDWLRQ
that stretches across the trend. The sorts of damning criticism that these 
films received might have been the reason for so many of the directors to 
abandon such subjects, and thus curtail what might have been a fruitful and 
worthy direction of filmmaking. Only the directors themselves could respond 
to this, but it is true that films that are not successful do not lead to future 
funding opportunities. Marina de Van explained that difficult subjects such as 
H[WUHPH VH[ DQG YLROHQFH DUH µSDV YHQGHXU¶ 20  It thus makes sense for 
directors to abandon extreme content, in order to receive funding for future 
projects, or else to move on to parallel fields which are more popularly 
acceptable, such as Alexandre Aja who decamped to Hollywood where he 
has primarily worked on the horror remake cycle.  
                                                          
20
 Personal interview conducted in Paris, 22nd September 2011. 
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([SORUDWLRQRIWKHUHVSRQVHWR1Rp¶VILOPVOHGXVWRDSRLQWDWZKLFKLW
is clear that critical response can engender an adverse system of 
FODVVLILFDWLRQ7KLVZDVKLJKOLJKWHGE\WKHORFDWLRQRI1RpDVµNLQJRIWKHKHDG
VPDVKHUV¶ (Lim 2011), an epithet which points to a misunderstanding of the 
HVVHQWLDOLW\ RI YLROHQFH LQ 1Rp¶V RHXYUH 7KLV LGHD RI PLsrepresentation, or 
misunderstanding, links back to the quote from Catherine Breillat which we 
explored in the introduction, where she noted that her work is often classified 
DVEHORQJLQJWRDSDUWLFXODUDQGGLVWDVWHIXOEUDQGRIµ)UHQFK¶FLQHPD%HVW	
Crowley 2007: 55). Indeed, throughout this dissertation we have encountered 
moments of this sort of judgemental critical response, such as the Time Out 
review of Haute tension ZKLFKGHVFULEHGWKHGLUHFWRUDVZRUNLQJZLWKµtypical 
*DOOLF SHUYHUVLW\¶ (T 2004). In many ways it appears that French cinema is 
inescapably located as a marginal cinema, with the innovations of 
Contemporary French Extreme Cinema thus destined to be ignored as typical 
French business with no bearing upon any wider filmic context. This is 
exactly the sort of position that the work in this dissertation seeks to combat, 
and we can locate it alongside the central premise of the shocking newness 
of the films as another reason that they might have disappeared. 
We can similarly look to a critical conservatism in the responses, an 
angry retaliation against films which, for some, somehow break the rules. 
7KURXJKRXWWKLVGLVVHUWDWLRQZHKDYHUHIHUUHGEDFNWR-DPHV4XDQGW¶VDUWLFOH
µ)OHVK DQG %ORRG¶ ,W PLJKW VHHP UHGXFWLYH WR UHIHU constantly back to this 
pejorative piece, but it remains a seminal work for understanding responses 
WRWKLVWUHQG4XDQGW¶VZRUNUHSUHVHQWVWKHFU\VWDOOLVDWLRQRIWKHZD\LQZKLFK
the trend is mis-received and misrepresented. Quandt draws the films 
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together with no consideration of their thematic or formal innovations, holding 
them to be, collectively, somehow representative of an aberration from 
worthy cinema. Rather than seeing the extreme elements within the films as 
vital, integral to the text, Quandt regards them as mere empty provocation, 
used for their senseless shock-value.  
The idea of aberration, of the films being somehow at odds with their 
thematic and formal predecessors, is one that has been important throughout 
WKLVGLVVHUWDWLRQ:KLOH4XDQGW¶Vsuggestion that the films represent a futile 
DYHQXHRIH[SORUDWLRQ WKDW WKH\QRZ ORRN OLNH µGHVSHUDWHDUWHIDFWV¶ 4XDQGW
2011: 213), is something that this dissertation has sought to refute, there are 
other instances of aberration, which we can see as deliberate, that are 
entirely purposeful and intelligent. Critic Jonathan Romney described the 
wider New European ([WUHPLVP DV µD FLQHPD ZKLFK LV YLWDO WURXEOLQJ DQG
above all, LWVHOI FULWLFDO¶ Horeck and Kendall 2011: cover quote). We have 
seen that Contemporary French Extreme Cinema certainly demonstrates a 
keen awareness of both genre tropes and their meaning to the spectator. 
Deliberate ruptures with understood modes of spectatorship are important: in 
calling to familiar genre identifiers and subverting them, these films create a 
point of tension between the expectation of the act of film watching and the 
experience of it. The terminology of this dissertation has focussed on 
physicality, a metaphorical portrayal of the film/spectator relationship as one 
of shifting contacts between the text and the viewer; a physical dialogue. In 
Chapter 2, we looked at how the subversion of genres can serve to open 
wounds in this physical dialogue, to create a point of collision. The 
importance of the focus on this action of the razor blade, this apparently 
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uncomfortable reworking of genre, is that these wounds can also be read as 
constructive. In cutting open the sealed wholeness of genres, Contemporary 
French Extreme Cinema offers the potential for an examination of their inner 
workings. With genre both deconstructed and also invigorated through the 
physicality which these films possess, the filmic field is opened out for new 
spectator experiences to be arrived at.  
The idea of active deconstruction and reconstruction of genre is clear 
in the approach that the directors studied in Chapter 2 take to their chosen 
IRUPV ,Q WKH UHDGLQJ RI %UXQR 'XPRQW¶V Twentynine Palms, we saw the 
reduction of background characters to half-people, reduced either by their 
positioning in relation to the characters or by the framing of the shot itself. 
6XFK DQ DFWLRQ FDQ EH VHHQ DV SDUW RI WKH DOLHQDWLQJ LQWHQW RI 'XPRQW¶V
SURMHFWWRIRFXVRQKLVµEDGDFWRUV¶(Matheo 2004: 18) to highlight the artifice 
of the film, but also as an action towards controlling the focus of the spectator. 
This type of manipulation was also evident in the other film discussed in 
Chapter 2, Haute tension. While Alexandre Aja does not use the camera to 
reduce the characters, he does manipulate the spectator in a comparable 
way through the half-figure of Marie, who exists as both Final Girl and killer. 
Aja breaks down the traditional relationship between the spectator and these 
two characters by making them into one being. Both Aja and Dumont use 
familiar thematic markers to engage the spectator, but rework them in a way 
that can provoke collision.  
The idea of reworking familiar genres, or types of cinema, was also of 
primary importance to the films discussed in Chapter 3. Despentes and 
Trinh-7KL¶V Baise-moi encountered difficulty in its reception due to its 
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inclusion of graphic scenes of actual sex, performed by porn stars. It was 
IURPDUHDGLQJRIDFULWLFDOUHVSRQVHWR'HVSHQWHV¶VZRUNWKDWWKHFRQFHSWRI
simulated proximity first emerged, and it is still with Despentes that we see 
this most explicitly, with this use of porn stars to perform sexual intercourse in 
a film that is not pornographic. The censorship of Baise-moi in the UK 
changed between its cinematic and DVD releases. The same was true of the 
second film discussed in the chapter, %UHLOODW¶VÀ ma soeur !, which was not 
censored upon its cinema release. However, the capacity to rewatch 
SURYLGHG E\ KRPH YLGHR WKH µSRVVLELOLW\ RI FORVH DQG UHSHDWHG YLHZLQJV¶
located by Beugnet (2007: 19) as an important way of approaching these 
films, was seen as problematic in itself. The decision was taken to heavily 
FHQVRUWKHFRQFOXVLRQRI%UHLOODW¶VILOPGXHWRWKHDSSDUHQWGDQJHURILWEHLQJ
used as part of the process of child abuse. The question of whether or not 
this was a valid criticism of the film is one far removed from the focus of this 
dissertation, but our reading of the censored and uncensored versions of the 
film highlighted the fact that the censored version reduces the capacity of the 
film to engage the sSHFWDWRU DQGDOVR WR FKDOOHQJH WKHVSHFWDWRU¶VSRVLWLRQ
regarding the film. At the same time, the cuts create a new, uncomfortable 
and illogical experience of the film. The wound created by censorship, which I 
referred to as a slice, is one that cannot be understood or logically calibrated 
by the act of spectatorship alone, given that the work is rendered incomplete. 
Such slicing into the films thus destroys or at least damages their intellectual 
purpose, placing as excessive images which are actually integral to the film. 
As we also saw in the chapter, the outright banning of certain films 
associated with the trend is obviously another troubling aspect of their 
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reception (or non-reception). Such treatment bestows upon the films an illicit 
frisson which is at odds with their serious intent, and can lead to yet more 
misrepresentation, this time holding the films up as examples of something 
counter-cultural and yet hollow, empty naughtiness of the kind associated 
with the Video Nasties films.     
 
Reading the Razor Blade 
At the outset, we looked at the idea of the razor blade, setting it up as a 
malleable tool with which to examine the different uncomfortable moments 
which can be located in the act of watching extreme film. Having now offered 
up various readings of the films from this trend, we can assess just how 
important these uncomfortable moments are to the central hypothesis of this 
dissertation. 
The critical reception and censorship of these films might be regarded 
as examples of oppositional violence, outside forces which are in contention 
with the films. The films themselves represent a fusion of different violences: 
the violence in the narrative, with violation of the body having been explored 
as an integral facet of Contemporary French Extreme Cinema, compounded 
by the explicit imagery which is also violent in its contrast to what is usually 
shown onscreen; the violence in the haptic engagement with the spectator, 
based in the corporeality of the narrative violence, which opens up a new and 
possibly uncomfortable mode of film watching; and the violence of genre 
appropriation, with the filmmakers cutting into familiar forms and creating a 
confrontational newness.  
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As we have seen in this dissertation, these violent actions can lead to 
ill-formed critical judgements ± I do not place myself above this, as I have 
had to negotiate my own gut reactions to a number of these films. This trend 
represents, to an extent, uncharted territory for critics. The eventual 
acceptance of these films, if we ever reach that point, will only be attained 
through a process of mediation: academia can provide the middle ground 
between the films and the critics and public, helping to salve the wounds of 
the razor blade and enable a greater understanding of the importance of this 
cinema. 
 
Limitations 
An uncomfortable aspect of studying extreme cinema is the impossibility of 
making objective statements, both about the films and about spectator 
response to them. At the beginning of this dissertation, we quoted Martin 
%DUNHU¶V SURYLVR that one must be careful to avoid falling into the trap of 
GLVFXVVLQJDQµDEVWUDFWHG³VSHFWDWRU´³YLHZHU´RU³UHDGHU´¶%DUNHU
as such objectivity cannot exist when dealing with humans and our 
multitudinous experiences of life. What we are able to do, and what we have 
hopefully done in this dissertation, is to use close textual analyses and 
readings of surrounding literature, itself often based on close textual readings, 
to show that there are openings that can be examined both within the films 
and within the film/spectator relationship. If we have managed to show that 
such spaces warrant and require further exploration, then this dissertation 
has been a success. 
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There are areas where challenges might be made to the construction 
of the trend presented in this dissertation. While I have named Contemporary 
French Extreme Cinema as a trend which stands apart in its interests, it must 
be noted that it intersects with others. In the introduction, I discussed my 
reasons for not accepting similar groupiQJV VXFK DV %HXJQHW¶V µFLQHPD RI
VHQVDWLRQ¶DQG3DOPHU¶Vµcinéma du corps¶EXWRWKHUV
might find these to be more interesting ways of defining the trends. This 
might also create problems when considering the diminishment of the trend: 
if criteria are shifted, it could be argued that trends are still continuing. What 
needs to be clear is that this dissertation, and my own formulation of the 
trend, is but one of a multitude of possible readings of these films. This is 
actually an exciting prospect, as it opens up a dialogue between 
commentators on their individual selection methods.   
 
On va où? 
The question with which James Quandt ends his 2011 retrospective look at 
WKHWUHQG µZKDWZDVWKH1HZ)UHQFK([WUHPLW\"¶ 4XDQGW LV an 
important one to address here. Having given our own name to the trend, and 
having argued that the trend might not yet be finished in the way Quandt 
perceives, we might instead ask in this conclusion - what has happened to 
Contemporary French Extreme Cinema? Inevitably, there is not one answer 
to this question. There are, however, clear indications of a new trend which 
has formed, marking what might be regarded as a progression of directorial 
interests. 
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Many of the directors associated with Contemporary French Extreme 
Cinema have now moved towards a more poetic, lyrical and far less 
confrontational style of filmmaking. Catherine Breillat followed Anatomie de 
O¶HQIHU, for Quandt WKH µDSRWKHRVLVDQGQDGLU RI WKH WUHQG¶ : 210), with 
the far less confrontational historical drama Une vieille maîtresse (2007), and 
then with two reworkings of traditional fairytales for television channel Arte, 
Barbe bleue (2009) and La belle endormie (2010), based on La Belle aux 
Bois Dormant. Thematically, these films can be seen as following her earlier 
works, examining both sexual power dynamics and the difference between 
words and actions which we looked at in the context of ¬ PD V°XU  in 
Chapter 3. This exploration is clearest in Barbe bleue, which is explicitly a 
narrated tale. The framing story sees a wise and well-informed young girl 
reading the story to her fearful, naive older sister, their dynamic echoing that 
of Anaïs and Elena in ¬PDV°XU There is once more a conclusion which 
sees the destruction of the less wise sister, but the form is in no way as 
directly confrontational as the earlier film. 
*DVSDU1Rp¶V Enter the Void might in some ways be seen as a film 
which bridges these two trends. While I included it in the corpus of 
Contemporary French Extreme Cinema, due to its mention by Quandt in his 
 DUWLFOH LW LV QRW DV FRQIURQWDWLRQDO DV 1Rp¶V HDUOLHU ZRUNV :KLOH LW
contains extreme images, the focus is not on simulated proximity but rather, 
seemingly, on an exploration of fantasy and disassociation. Other films which 
we have not discussed in detail herein have also been followed by more 
SRHWLF ZRUNV 0DULQDGH9DQ¶V VRSKRPRUH ILOP Ne te retourne pas (2009), 
once more engages with the same questions of self-identity and duality of 
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self  and body which she explored through bloody self-mutilation in Dans ma 
peau, but this time her focus in not on the carnal aspects of these questions. 
Although the film presents some disturbing images of bodily alteration, this 
time the narrative moves away from physicality to present a reworking of the 
ghost story. In contrast to the norm of Contemporary French Extreme 
Cinema, Ne te retourne pas also reaches a restorative climax, with haunted 
heroine and ghost merging into one compatible form. Such a conclusion 
stands at odds with the raw, exposed, uncertain conclusion of Dans ma peau. 
$OH[DQGUH %XVWLOOR DQG -XOLHQ 0DXU\¶V VHFRQG ILOP DIWHU ¬ O¶LQWpULHXU, Livide 
(2011), is likewise a less confrontational film. While the narrative can be read 
as a consideration of transgression in the same way as their debut film, 
Livide is a formally sound horror film, using non-subverted genre tropes and 
references to create a familiar rather than an alienating spectator experience.  
Such transitions can also be located in the work of Pascal Laugier, 
whose American film The Tall Man (2011) replaces the extreme torture and 
violence of Martyrs with a fairytale-influenced tale of stolen children, and 
Leos Carax, who moved away from the extreme images of Pola X (1999) to 
instead present the warped magical realism of Holy Motors (2012). With so 
many directors moving in similar stylistic directions, we are presented with an 
entirely new field of filmmaking to map and analyse, even while facing a 
plethora of unanswered questions regarding Contemporary French Extreme 
Cinema. It might actually be the case that this new field, which I will 
temporarily refer to as Contemporary French Cinematic Fairy Tale, in lieu of 
a better title, might actually provide another lens through which we can 
examine Contemporary French Extreme Cinema. The trajectory of certain of 
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WKH GLUHFWRUV¶ ZRUNV PLJKW VHHP FOHDUHU LQ UHWURVSHFW PD\ DSSHDU DV D
necessary point on their career path.  
 
Last Words 
The scope of Contemporary French Extreme Cinema is vast, with the 
possibility of deep intertextual readings crossing the borders between such 
fields as film studies, spectator studies, psychoanalysis and aesthetics. The 
multitextual experience of these films is such that a solitary, comprehensive 
study of the entire trend as located here would be impossible. We must also 
remember, as we discussed in the introduction, that the very act of drawing 
the films together is complicated, and can be seen as yet another instance of 
violence. What we must look for, then, are more studies like this dissertation, 
which engage with the films in terms of several fundamental assertions which 
link them. My proposed concepts, particularly those of the razor blade and 
simulated proximity, might be adopted as useful tools in this regard, as both 
are founded in the sort of close textual study that this trend requires, and yet 
are fluid concepts that can be stretched to facilitate an open and inclusive 
discourse around the films. 
The academic worth of this dissertation can be measured in its 
location of the trend not as a finished, closed path of French cinema, but 
rather as part of an evolution of French cinema into new modes of 
engagement with the spectator. This new state is one of heightened textual 
awareness, wherein a renewed importance is bestowed upon thematic 
markers. We do not want to suggest that the trend is finished, WREHµVRXQGLQJ
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WKHGHDWKNQHOO¶ +RUHFNDQG.HQGDOO LQVXJJHVWLQJ that we might 
not see a return to extreme French films in future. Indeed, if anything this 
dissertation has demonstrated the worth of such films, and their stimulating 
capacity for breaking with cinematic tradition. We must perhaps await the 
next film from Gaspar Noé, who was described by Quandt, albeit 
VDUFDVWLFDOO\ DV µUHDVVHUW>LQJ@ QDWLRQDO GRPLQLRQ¶ LQ WKH ILHOG RI H[WUHPH
cinema with Enter the Void (Quandt 2011: 212), to see whether or not he has 
DEDQGRQHG WKH LGHD RI XVLQJ ILOP DV D VWULNLQJ IRUFH H[SRVLQJ µIRUELGGHQ¶
images (Quandt 2004: 20) as a way of breaking down the division between 
spectator and screen. What is also clear from this dissertation is that in and 
on and through the films of Contemporary French Extreme Cinema, the razor 
blade will continue cutting for a long time yet. 
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